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ABSTRACT 
 

The CNS(Cold Neutron Source) development project has been carried out as the partial 

project of the reactor utilization R&D government enterprise since 2003. A cold neutron has 

lower energy of 5 meV and its wave length has 4∼20A. Therefore, in the advantage of lower 

energy and long wave length, it can be used with the essential tool in order to investigate the 

structure of protein, amino-acid, DNA, super lightweight composite and advanced materials in 

the filed of high technology. 

This report is mainly focused on the basic design of the systems and facilities for the 

HANARO cold neutron source, performed during the second fiscal project year. The systems 

and facilities consist of the main systems (hydrogen, vacuum, gas blanketing, helium 

refrigeration system) and auxiliary, electrical, instrumentation & control system.  
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1 Classification of Structures, Systems and Components 
 

The CNRF(Cold Neutron Research Facility) construction project consists of a lot of items 

and services to provide safe, reliable, and powerful cold neutron source. Protective function 

will be used for mitigating accidents or off-normal initiating events that may occur during cold 

neutron source operation. The safety related systems and components should be designed, 

fabricated, installed, and operated in accordance with the specific codes and standards to 

assure that the facility can be operated without undue risk to the health and the safety of the 

public. These systems and components interact with non-safety-related systems and may fail 

when they are called upon or be in a failed state for other reason. So the classification is 

needed to identify such systems and components that are related to safety. The guidelines for 

safety classification are given first. Also the criteria for determining the seismic category and 

quality class are provided. 

 
1.1 Safety Class 
 

The safety classification of CNRF project is based on the MOST Rule 2002-21, “Safety 

Class and the Applicable Standards to Nuclear Reactor Facilities” that is a Korean version of 

ANSI N51.1-1983(R1988), “Nuclear safety criteria for the design of stationary pressurized 

water reactor plants.” Three safety classes (SC-1, SC-2, SC-3) are established and are relied 

upon to accomplish nuclear safety functions. A fourth safety class, non-nuclear safety (NNS), is 

defined for the equipment, not included in the SC-1, SC-2 or SC-3 that is not required to 

accomplish nuclear safety functions. The nuclear safety function means any function that is 

necessary to ensure:  

 

a. The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary 

 

b. The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition 

 

c. The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of plant conditions that could 

result in potential offsite exposures that are comparable to the guideline in the MOST 

technical standard for location, structure, and facilities of nuclear reactor plants. 

 

Because the CNRF uses H2 as a working fluid, the danger of H2-air reactions should be a 

dominant factor in considering reactor and personnel safety. Provision for this particular 

accident shall be considered in the classification process. The classification provides a rational 

basis for determining relative stringency of design requirements applicable to equipment. The 
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safety class definitions specified in the MOST Rule 2002-21 served as the basis for the safety 

classification of HANARO CNRF. 

 

1.1.1 Safety Class 1 (SC-1) 
SC-1 shall apply to pressure-retaining portions and supports of mechanical equipment     

that form part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) whose failure could cause a 

loss of reactor coolant in excess of the reactor coolant normal makeup capability and whose 

requirements are within the scope of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III. 
 

1.1.2 Safety Class 2 (SC-2) 
SC-2 shall apply to pressure-retaining portions and supports of primary containment and 

other mechanical equipment, requirements for which are within the scope of the ASME Boiler 

and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III that is not included in SC-1 and is designed and relied 

upon to accomplish the following nuclear safety functions. 

 

a. Provide fission product barrier or primary containment radioactive material holdup or 

isolation. 

 

b. Provide emergency heat removal for the primary containment atmosphere to an 

intermediate heat sink, or emergency removal of radioactive material form the primary 

containment atmosphere (e.g., containment spray).  

 

c. Introduce emergency negative reactivity to make the reactor sub-critical (e.g., boron 

injection system) or restrict the addition of positive reactivity via pressure boundary 

equipment. 

 

d. Ensure emergency core cooling where the equipment provides coolant directly to the 

core (e.g., residual heat removal and emergency core cooling).  

 

e. Provide or maintain sufficient reactor coolant inventory for emergency core cooling 

(e.g., refueling water storage tank). 

 
1.1.3 Safety Class 3 (SC-3) 

SC-3 shall apply to equipment, not included in SC-1 or -2 that is designed and relied 

upon to accomplish the following nuclear safety functions:  
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a. Provide for functions defined in SC-2 where equipment, or portions thereof, is not 

within the scope of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III.  

 

b. Provide secondary containment radioactive material holdup, isolation, or heat removal.  

 

c. Except for primary containment boundary extension function, ensure hydrogen 

concentration control of the primary containment atmosphere to acceptable limits.  

 

d. Remove radioactive material from the atmosphere of confined spaces outside primary 

containment  (e.g., control room or fuel building) containing SC-1,-2,or-3 equipment.  

 

e. Introduce negative reactivity to achieve or maintain sub-critical reactor conditions.  

 

f. Provide or maintain sufficient reactor coolant inventory for core cooling.  

 

g. Maintain geometry within the reactor to ensure core reactivity control or core cooling 

capability (e.g., core support structures).  

 

h. Structurally load-bear or protect SC-1,-2,or-3 equipment.  

 

i. Provide radiation shielding for the control room or off-site personnel.  

 

j. Ensure required cooling for liquid-cooled stored fuel (e.g., spent fuel storage pool and 

cooling system).  

 

k. Ensure nuclear safety functions provided by SC-1,-2,or-3 equipment (e.g., provide 

heat removal for SC-1,-2,or-3 heat exchangers, provide lubrication of SC-2 or -3 

pumps, provide fuel oil to the emergency diesel engine).  

 

l. Provide actuation or motive power for SC-1,-2, or-3 equipment.  

 

m. Provide information or controls to ensure capability for manual or automatic actuation 

of nuclear safety functions required of SC-1,-2, or-3 equipment.  

 

n. Supply or process signals or supply power required for SC-1,-2,or-3 equipment to 

perform their required nuclear safety functions.  
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o. Provide a manual or automatic interlock function to ensure or maintain proper 

performance of nuclear safety function required of SC-1,-2, or-3 equipment.  

 

p. Provide an acceptable environment for SC-1,-2, or-3 equipment and operating 

personnel.  

 

1.1.4 Non-Nuclear Safety (NNS) 
NNS shall apply to equipment that is not included in SC-1,-2, or –3. This equipment is not 

relied upon to perform a nuclear safety function. 

 
1.2 Seismic Category 
 

Structures, components and systems, which are essential to the reactor safety shall be 

designed and properly qualified to maintain dedicated safety functions and/or structural 

integrity. Three (3) seismic categories – Seismic Category I, Seismic Category II, and Non-

seismic are adopted based on the function of safety. 
 

1.2.1 Seismic Category Ⅰ 

The structures, components and systems classified to seismic category I shall maintain 

its safety function as well as the structural integrity during and after Safe Shutdown Earthquake 

(SSE). Also they shall be well-kept within the elastic stress limits under the effect of the 

Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE). The components of SC-1, 2, 3 shall be categorized to the 

seismic category I. The Seismic Category I structures, components and systems are defined at 

those necessary to ensure the followings.  

 

a. The integrity of the reactor pressure boundary 

b. Capability to shutdown the reactor and maintain it in a safety shutdown condition. 

c. Capability to withstand the SSE, OBE and other applicable loads without loss of 

function. 

 

The procurement specification for Seismic category Ⅰ structures, components and 

systems shall describe that OBE is 1/2 of SSE. And the suppliers of those Seismic category 

Ⅰitems shall be designed, fabricated, installed, and tested according to the specification 

requirements. The Seismic category Ⅰ structures, components and systems shall be 

sufficiently isolated or protected from other structures to ensure that their integrity is 

maintained at all times.  
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1.2.2 Seismic Category II  
     The seismic category II structures, components, and systems are defined to those that 

are not seismic category I structures, components, and systems, and which are not safety 

related, but whose failure and physical proximity to safety related structures, components, and 

systems could prevent the safety related structures, components, and systems from 

performing their intended safety functions. The seismic category II structures, components, 

and systems shall be designed to maintain their structural integrity under loads induced by the 

SSE. 

 

1.2.3 Non-seismic category (commercial) 
     Non-seismic category structures, components, and systems not classified to seismic 

category I and II shall be designed with no seismic requirements.  

 
1.3 Quality Class 
 

Quality class is designated to design, fabricate, install, and test the safety related 

structures, components, and systems in accordance with the standards that are appropriate for 

their intended safety function. Quality classification is generally consistent with safety 

classification. 

 

1.3.1 Quality Class Q  
Quality class Q shall apply to structures, components, and systems that are classified as 

safety class 1, 2 or 3.  

 

a. Quality class Q shall apply to structures, components, and systems which refer 10 

CFR 50 Appendix B, ASME/ANSI NQA-1 or other equivalent one as an applicable 

codes and standards.  

b. For quality class Q structures, components, and systems, quality assurance program 

requirement in 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, CSA Z299.1 or other equivalent one shall be 

applied. 

 

1.3.2 Quality Class T 
Quality class T shall apply to structures, components, and systems that,  

 

a.  whose failure could reduce the functioning of any safety feature ( Q class) to an 
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unacceptable safety level, or  

b.  are essential to the reliability of reactor operation, or  

c. contain radioactive material. 

 

For quality class T structures, components, and systems, selected QA program 

requirement of quality class Q or QA program requirement of applicable codes and standards 

shall be applied. 

 

1.3.3 Quality Class S 
Quality class S shall apply to all structures, components, and systems that are not 

classified as quality class Q or T. There is no specific QA program requirement for quality class 

S structures, components, and systems but the manufacturer will confirm to well accepted 

industrial standards or manufacturer’s QA requirements. 

 

1.4 Electrical Classification 
 

For the clearance of application, the safety class of electrical equipment is classified as 

either Class 1E or non-Class 1E. Safety Class 3 electric equipment is Class 1E in electrical 

classification. And Safety Class 3 electrical equipment shall meet the requirement of Class 1E 

of industry codes and standards listed in the Rule 2002-21 of MOST or ANSI/ANS-51.1-

1983(R1988). 

 

1.4.1 Class 1E 
The safety classification of the electric equipment and systems that are essential to 

emergency reactor shutdown, containment isolation, reactor core cooling, and containment 

and reactor heat removal or that are otherwise essential in preventing significant release of 

radioactive material to the environment. The design of Class 1E electrical equipment conforms 

to 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, and follows the guidelines of applicable Regulatory guides and 

IEEE standards.  

 

1.4.2 Non-Class 1E 
 All electrical equipment that is not designated Class 1E is non-Class 1E. The guidelines of 

applicable Regulatory Guides and IEEE standards with regard to isolation and separation are 

followed to ensure that failures in non-Class 1E electrical system do not impair the safety 

function of Class 1E electrical systems. 
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1.5 Relationship between Safety Class and Code Class 
 

All pressure containing components in Safety Class 1, 2, and 3 are designed, 

manufactured, and tested in accordance with the Korea Electric Power Industry Codes and 

Standards (KEPIC) or of the ASME Boiler and pressure vessel Code, Section III. Components 

in the NNS class are designed and constructed with appropriate consideration of the intended 

service using applicable industry codes and standards. The relationship between safety class 

and code class is shown in the Table 1-1. 

  

Table 1-1 Relationship between safety class and code class 

 

Safety Class 
Code Class 

(Korean Std.) 

Code Class 

(Int’l Std.) 

Code Class 

(Others) 

SC-1,-2,-3 

Mechanical  
MN ASME Section III   

SC-2,-3 

Structure 
MN,SN ASME Section III 

ACI 349 , 

ANSI/AISC N-690  

SC-3 Electrical EN IEEE 279,308,603   

NNS - - Industry standards 

  
 

MN : Nuclear Mechanical 

SN : Nuclear Structural 

EN : Nuclear Electrical 

 

 

1.6 HANARO CNS Classifications and Its Bases 
 

1.6.1 HANARO CNS Classification 
The CNS equipment has been classified according to the guidelines provided in previous 

chapters to three categories such as safety, quality, and resistance to seismic events. The 

classification of the major components for HANARO CNS is listed in the table 1-2. 
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Table 1-2. HANARO CNS Classification 

Structures, Systems and Components Safety 
Class 

Quality 
Class 

Seismic 
Class Remarks 

In-Pool Assembly (IPA)    Sec. 1.6.2-a 

- Moderator cell NNS T II  

- H2 connecting pipes and couplings NNS T II  

- Condenser(Heat Exchanger) NNS T II  

- Vacuum chamber 

- Extended pipe & flange 
SC-3 Q I  

- Support structures NNS T II  

Hydrogen System (HS)    Sec. 1.6.2-b 

- H2 buffer tank (outer vessel) NNS T II Leak-tight 

- H2 transfer line to IPA(outer pipe) NNS T II Leak-tight 

- Hydrogen box NNS T II Leak-tight 

- Valves inside the hydrogen box NNS T Non  

- Valves outside the hydrogen box NNS S Non  

- Protective measuring sensors NNS T Non  

- H2 Metal hydride unit 

- Metal hydride unit support 

NNS 

NNS 

T 

T 

Non 

II 
 

- H2 vacuum pump & valves NNS S Non  

- Field instruments & indicators NNS S Non  

- Gas analyzer NNS S Non  

- Hydrogen gas detector NNS S Non  

Vacuum System (VS)    Sec. 1.6.2-c 

- Vacuum box NNS T II  

- Roughing pump NNS S Non  

- Turbo molecular pump NNS T Non  

- Valves inside the vacuum box NNS T Non  

- Valves outside the vacuum box NNS S Non  

- Protective measuring sensors NNS T Non  

- Connecting pipe to IPA(outer pipe) 

- Isolation valve 
NNS T II  

- Hydrogen gas detector NNS S Non  

- Field instruments & indicators NNS S Non  
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Gas Blanket System (GBS)    Sec. 1.6.2-d 

- Pressure relief valves for 5 blanket 
compartments(He-I,II, N2-I,II,III) NNS T Non  

- Gas supply line & valves NNS S Non  

- Sensors & indicators NNS S Non  

- N2 tank 
- N2 supply pipe & valves NNS S Non  

- He supply pipe & valves NNS S Non  

- Vacuum pump & valves NNS S Non  

He Refrigerator System (HRS)    Sec. 1.6.2-e 

- Cold box NNS S Non  

- Compressor NNS S Non  

- Oil removal system NNS S Non  

- He buffer tank NNS S Non  

- Connecting pipe from cold box to IPA NNS T II  

- Measuring sensors & indicators NNS S Non  

- Control computer & panels NNS S Non  

- Gas analyzers NNS S Non  

Instrumentation & Control System    Sec. 1.6.2-f 

- CNS protective instrumentation NNS T Non  

- CNS main control computer & panels NNS T Non  

- Radiation monitoring system NNS S Non  

- General instrument/control devices NNS S Non  

Exhaust System (ES)    Sec. 1.6.2-g 

- Disposal tank NNS T II  

- Vacuum discharge pipe & valves NNS T II  

- Connecting pipes & valves NNS S Non  

- Hydrogen gas detector NNS S Non  

- N2 supply pipe & valves NNS S Non  

Electrical System    Sec. 1.6.2-h 

- Protective instruments & controls NNS T Non  

- General instruments/control devices NNS S Non  
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- Control computer systems NNS T Non  

- Instruments and controls for refrigerator, 

vacuum & blanket system 
NNS T Non  

- Radiation monitoring system NNS S Non  

- Process equipment NNS S Non  

- Building services NNS S Non  

     

Neutron Guide System    Sec. 1.6.2-i 

- Shutter mechanism NNS T I  

- Shielding assembly NNS T II  

- In-pile guide/plug NNS T I  

- Out-of-pile guide NNS S II  

- Guide vacuum system NNS S Non  

Civil Structures    Sec.1.6.2-j 

- CNS equipment island NNS Q I  

- Reactor building penetration NNS Q I  

     

 

 

1.6.2 Bases for HANARO Classification 

a) In-pool assembly 

The entire design philosophy of the CNS is to prevent the possibility of oxygen entering 

the hydrogen boundary. Although all hydrogen systems are surrounded by gas blankets 

introduction of air into the insulating vacuum space shall be properly analyzed. This scenario, 

which goes well beyond the maximum credible accident, serves as the design basis accident 

for the HANARO cold neutron source. The vacuum chamber of the in-pool assembly is 

regarded as an ultimate pressure boundary. The vacuum chamber must be shown to be able 

to withstand the maximum pressure generated by hydrogen-oxygen reaction, which is 

considered to be an incredible scenario. Based on this safety philosophy, the design pressure 

of the vacuum chamber has been determined to 3000 kPa. The vacuum chamber shall be 

classified to the highest level of safety and quality, which is the SC-3 and quality Q respectively. 

But the other components organizing the in-pool assembly, such as moderator cell, heat 

exchanger and transfer tube etc., need not to be a safety class, because the vacuum chamber 

exists outside as an ultimate barrier. However, considering their importance to the system 

operation, the internal structures and components should be seismically qualified to maintain 
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their integrity during and after an earthquake, e.g., seismic category II. 

b) Hydrogen System 

The hydrogen system consists of 2 parts – in-pool components and out-of-pool 

components. As mentioned previously, the in-pool components are the moderator cell, the heat 

exchanger and the transfer tube. The in-pool components belong to the scope of the in-pool 

assembly. The out-of-pool components, which are a hydrogen buffer tank, a hydrogen box and 

connecting pipes, valves etc., do not have to be a safety class. They just need to maintain the 

structural integrity at all times including earthquake to avoid any release of hydrogen to outside 

or infiltration of air into the hydrogen boundary. The outer boundary of the out-of-pool 

components should be classified to seismic category II for prevention of hydrogen leakage to 

outside. The seismic analysis should indicate that the structures bordering the hydrogen 

system should not allow any leakage. The hydrogen storage facility like metal hydride or gas 

storage unit should be installed with and supported by a seismic-qualified steel structure, 

which means seismic category II, to prevent any physical damage. 

 

c) Vacuum System 

The vacuum system serves to obtain a high vacuum in the vacuum chamber for thermal 

insulation of cryogenic components. The system consists of pumping station, valves and 

gauges, connecting pipes etc. Considering the loss of vacuum accident will not be directly 

connected to the reactor or CNS safety, no immediate action is required if the hydrogen 

boundary and others are kept intact. The whole vacuum systems are classified to non-nuclear 

safety. If the hydrogen leaks in the vacuum chamber it comes out through the vacuum line to 

outside or the outside air may comes in the vacuum chamber. To avoid this incident, the main 

vacuum pipe, vacuum box and other components establishing the vacuum system boundary 

should be seismically qualified. 

 

d) Gas Blanket System 

All hydrogen-containing components are completely surrounded by gas blankets to 

prevent hydrogen-oxygen contact. The blanketing itself is not directly connected to the safety 

function but acts as an important protective barrier. Its major compartments should be 

seismically qualified to maintain their integrity i.e., classified to the seismic category II.  

 

e) He Refrigeration System 

The entire refrigeration system is classified as a non-nuclear safety-related and non-

seismic category. This is because failure of the refrigeration system has no impact on nuclear 

safety status of the reactor. The reactor will automatically and safely shutdown on loss of 
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moderator cooling due to the failure of the refrigeration system. The whole system will be 

designed, fabricated and installed in accordance with the manufacturer or industrial standards. 

Exceptionally, the cold pipe connecting the cold box to the in-pool assembly should be 

seismically qualified based on that every structure to be installed in the reactor pool must 

maintain its structural integrity during and after an earthquake. 

  

f) Instrumentation & Control System 

All cold source instrumentation shall be designed to fail-safe i.e., depressurization and 

hydrogen inventory expulsion into the buffer tank should result automatically upon any 

instrumentation or controller failure. In addition, any instrumentation and control equipment 

interfacing with the HANARO reactor shutdown mechanism shall be designed to fail in a 

manner that the resulting signal ensures reactor shutdown. As already specified previously, the 

vacuum chamber shall be designed to absorb the maximum pressure shock resulting from the 

worst case of the design basis accident. Although the CNS protective instrumentation have 

failed to trip the reactor on the time of request, the result of the accident shall be entirely 

contained within the vacuum chamber, and do not adversely affect the reactor or any reactor 

safety system function. It should be noted that reactor shutdown by the CNS protective 

instrumentation is to protect the CNS facilities not the reactor. Based on the fail-safe feature 

and safety philosophy mentioned above, the CNS instrumentation and controls do not have to 

be classified to safety class or seismic class 

However, the CNS protective instrumentation serves the function of reactor shutdown 

then the necessary equipment should be a good quality level in order to enhance reliability and 

to reduce the potential for spurious shutdown. Also, safety design requirements like 

redundancy, independence, diversity and fail-safe etc., shall be applied to the design of the 

CNS protective instrument and control. 

 

g) Exhaust System 

Its purpose is to collect all the discharge gas from the system components like vacuum 

pumps, safety relief valves etc, and safely control a guided-venting into the reactor hall. The 

function served by this equipment is not directly related to the reactor safety and the ventilation 

system need not be a safety class. But the portions associated with the guided-venting may 

treat any hydrogen leaks then must keep its structural integrity against an earthquake. 

 

h) Electrical System 

The electric power supply to the equipment and instrumentation serves no nuclear safety 

function as they are required to fail in such a way as to promote reactor shutdown 
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automatically i.e., fail-safe design feature. The electrical systems are to be NNS and non-

seismic. The quality level of the electrical system for the CNS protective instrumentation shall 

be a high quality level to enhance reliability and performance. 

 

i) Neutron Guide 

As applied to the other existing beam facilities around the reactor, the neutron guide and 

necessary mechanical parts have no direct connection with the reactor safety. However, the 

neutron guide transports radiation through it and the radiation must be properly shielded to 

avoid any uncontrolled exposure. The in-pile assembly and the primary shutter shall be 

seismically qualified as the seismic category I, while the neutron guide in the bunker and the 

secondary shutter shall be seismically qualified as the seismic category II. The neutron guides 

in the neutron guide hall will not be seismically qualified. 

 

j) Civil Structures 

There are two civil structures, which are the CNS Equipment Island and the reactor 

building penetration. These civil structures are not related to the reactor safety. Judging that 

the CNS Equipment Island accommodates a lot of equipment, which should keep its integrity 

and function during and after SSE, it must be seismic class I and the best quality class. The 

reactor building penetration is very important in the confinement concept of the reactor building 

and leak through the penetration is not allowed. The part of the penetration should be also 

classified to the seismic class I.  

 
1.7 Applicable Codes and Standards 
 

Industry codes and standards shall be utilized in the design, fabrication, and installation 

of structures, components, and systems where such codes and standards are available and 

applicable. For equipment and design conditions that are not covered by the applicable codes, 

appropriate criteria for stress, deformation, fatigue and other limits shall be established and 

utilized by the designer for each event, if needed. In order to meet the nuclear safety criteria, 

the normally operating systems and mitigating systems for various events shall be designed to 

appropriately conservative limits. Safety classes are established for components of these 

systems based on their importance in meeting the nuclear safety criteria for the spectrum of 

events. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Codes, Sec. III, Division 1 for pressure retaining 

components provide different quality levels of construction. Different allowable stress levels 

(different service limits) for pressure retaining components provide different margins to failure 

and hence different reliability levels for the pressure retaining function. For the non-nuclear 

safety components, ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Codes, Sec. VIII and/or B 31.1 can be 
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applied. 

 

The following general criteria shall be used by the designer; 

 

a. Correlation of safety class with ASME Sec. III classes: 

-  ASME III class 1 design rules shall apply to safety class 1. 

-  ASME III class 2 design rules shall apply to safety class 2. 

-  ASME III class 3 design rules shall apply to safety class 3. 

 

b. Design Loadings: 

Design loadings shall be established in the design specification. The design limits of 

the appropriate subsection of ASME III shall not be exceeded for the design loadings 

specified. 

 

c. Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE): 

The magnitude of the OBE shall be determined based on the considerations in 10 

CFR 100, Appendix A. The OBE is that earthquake which, considering the regional 

and local geology and seismology, and specific characteristics of local subsurface 

material, could reasonably be expected to affect the plant site during the operating life 

for the plant. It is the earthquake, which produces the vibratory ground motion for 

which those features of the nuclear power plant necessary for continued operation 

without undue risk to the health and safety of the public are designed to remain 

functional. 

d. Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE): 

The magnitude of the SSE shall be determined based on the considerations in 10 CFR 

100, Appendix A. The SSE is that earthquake, which is based upon an evaluation of 

the maximum earthquake potential considering the regional and local geology and 

seismology and specific characteristics of local subsurface material. It is that 

earthquake, which produces the maximum vibratory ground motion for which the 

nuclear safety-related structures, systems, and components are designed remain 

functional. 
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2 Hydrogen System 
 

2.1 Design Features 

 

The hydrogen system (HS) consists of an In-Pool Assembly (IPA) connected to the 

hydrogen buffer tank through adequate piping and valve manifold. The IPA includes a 

moderator cell and a condenser with a transfer tube. The moderator cell contains the liquid 

hydrogen to be used to moderate the thermal neutrons to neutrons with a lower effective 

temperature and longer wavelength, which is called a cold neutron. 

The heat, which is generated by neutrons and gamma rays in the liquid hydrogen and its 

aluminum container, is removed by boiling of the liquid. The hydrogen vapor generated in the 

moderator cell goes up to the condenser through the transfer tube, where it is re-liquefied and 

returned to the moderator cell by the gravity force, i.e., thermo-siphon. 

The condenser is cooled by the cold helium gas from the helium refrigeration system 

(Refer to the chapter 5). A hydrogen buffer tank, maintained at room temperature, has 

sufficient volume to accommodate the entire gaseous hydrogen inventory with the refrigerator 

stopped and with the system at 300 K under a system pressure of 305 kPa. The table 2-1 

shows the design parameters of hydrogen system. 

 

Table 2-1 Design parameters of hydrogen system 

Item Sub-item Parameter Unit 

Nominal reactor power 30 MW 

Moderator fluid H2 (2 phases) - 

Type of arranged CNS Vertical thermo-siphon - 

Oxygen 3.4 ×10-4 Volume% Impurity of 

moderator Nitrogen 2× 10-2 Volume% 

Volume of the M/C 2.795 Liter 

Volume of the cavity in the M/C 0.986 Liter 

Mass of moderator in M/C (20% void fraction) 102.6 g 

Temperature of the cold moderator 21.8 K 

Diameter [1] 130/132 mm Dimension of 

the moderator cell 

Outer shell 

Height 232 mm 
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 Thickness  1 mm 

Arc Diameter [1] 74.8 mm 

Longest width 100 mm 

Height 150 Mm 

 

Inner cavity 

Thickness 1 mm 

Inner tube – ID/OD 16/19 mm 

Outer tube – ID/OD 34/38 mm 

Dimension of  

the transfer tube 

Length 906 mm 

Nuclear heat load  629 W 

Non-nuclear heat load (estimation)  300~350 W 

Thermal flux (unperturbed) 1.25E14 n/cm2-s 

Distance from the core center to the CNS center 519.3 mm 

Distance from the OR5 to the CNS center 187.5 mm 

Total hydrogen mass in IPA 336 g 

Volume of the buffer tank 1.3 m3 

Pressure in the buffer tank after H2 loading at 298 K 305 kPa 

Pressure of the buffer tank at CNS on 152 kPa 

Pressure in the vacuum chamber at warm condition 1.3×10-3(1x10-5) Pa(torr) 

Mass flow rate 50~60 g/s 

Pressure 202.6 kPa 

Tin 14 K 

Tout Depending on mass 

flow rate 

K 

Helium properties 

for refrigeration 

He quantity in the H/X 36.25 @14K 

2.55 @ 202.6 kPa 

g 

Liter 

Expected refrigeration power  1500 W 

Type of heat exchanger Shell-tube - 

Length of tubes and shell 880 mm 

Tube diameter ID/OD 9.4/12.7 mm 

Shell diameter 127/131 mm 

Center tube diameter 34/38 mm 

No of tube (Pt=15.87mm, 30°) 38 EA 

Number of baffle 14 EA 

%cut (single segmental) 28.30  

Dimension of the 

heat exchanger  

Heat exchanger total length 1100 mm 
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Type Integrated - 

Total Height w/o V/C 2220 mm 

Total Height with V/C 2685 mm 

Thermo-siphon 

scale 

Max. Heat load  1100 W 

Mass flow rate 2.5 g/s Operating range of 

Thermo-siphon Mean temp. in M/C 21.82 K 

Operation Time for moderator filling 

(estimation) 

Less than 5 hr 

Material Al 6061 T6 - Moderator cell 

mass (cavity/outer) 127/390 g 

Material Al 6061 T6 - 

mass (inner/outer) 164/282 g 

Adaptor with HX 92 g 

Volume in the inner tube 0.0265 ℓ 

Transfer tube 

Volume in the outer tube 0.0576 ℓ 

Material  Al 6061 T6 - 

Mass 13,200 g 

Volume on the coolant side 5.1 ℓ 

Heat exchanger  

Volume on the hydrogen side 5.5 ℓ 

Material  Al 6061 T6 - 

Mass with top plate(S.S) 48,876 g 

Thickness 5 mm 

Volume 55.52 ℓ 

Vacuum chamber  

Free volume 36.16 ℓ 

ID of the tube  38.1 mm 

Length  50,000 mm 

Material  Al6061 T6 & 

Stainless steel 

- 

Piping 

Joining place of two different 

metal 

Inside vacuum chamber - 

at 1.5atm, 21.8K 

Liquid density  68.643 g/ℓ 

Hydrogen 

properties 

Gas density  1.9112 g/ℓ 
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2.2 Design Requirements 
 

1) The whole hydrogen boundary shall establish an entire closed loop system. The IPA 

components such as a moderator cell, a transfer tube and a condenser - are encased 

within a vacuum chamber, which shall be designed as per the ASME pressure vessel code 

in order to withstand the hydrogen-oxygen reaction.  

 

2) The hydrogen buffer tank, its connecting pipe and valves are completely surrounded by the 

inert blanket gas like helium or nitrogen. All of these design features should be clearly 

guaranteed that no air infiltrates into the hydrogen boundary, and then there is no oxygen 

gas to be combined chemically with the hydrogen gas.   

 

3) The HS is a complete closed loop, namely there is no provision for the direct venting of the 

hydrogen gas to outside. Any possible pressure transient should be safely absorbed by the 

capacity of the hydrogen buffer tank.   

 

4) The volume of the hydrogen buffer tank based on the system operating pressure and the 

inventory of the liquid hydrogen in the moderator cell is about 1.3 m3 under the condition of 

305 kPa(a) bar and 300 K. Total hydrogen mass in the whole system including a moderator 

cell, a condenser, connecting pipes and a buffer tank is less than 336 g (168mol).   

 

5) The HS is designed to be passively safe, simple to operate, and require little maintenance, 

minimizing gas handling. There is no credible scenario in which the reactor or the reactor 

building can be damaged by an accidental release of hydrogen. 

 

6) Components belonging to any of the multiple hydrogen boundaries inside the reactor 

building shall be seismically qualified or shall be shown by analysis to maintain hydrogen 

containment integrity following a SSE. 

 

7) Very high purity hydrogen gas shall be used in the cold neutron source to preclude oxygen 

contamination of the primary hydrogen system. 

 

8) There are two different design pressures for the components of the hydrogen system. The 

vacuum chamber as a safety barrier must maintain its structural integrity even at the worst 

design basis accident. The design pressure of the vacuum chamber shall be 3000 kPa. 

Differently, the internal part like the moderator cell does not require that much high design 
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pressure. The hydrogen boundary is designed so that it can withstand its integrity against 

the maximum operating pressure. Adding some margin to the maximum operating pressure, 

305 kPa(a), the design pressure of the moderator cell, connecting pipes and valves and the 

inner vessel of the hydrogen buffer tank has been determined to 500 kPa(a). The figure 2-1 

shows the different application of the design pressure to be applied to hydrogen boundary. 

It is said that the outer-most barrier of the system schematics shall have the design 

pressure of 3000 kPa to properly act against the worst design basis accident. 

 

S

Vacuum Box

Hydrogen Buffer Tank

Hydrogen Box

Vacuum Chamber

MC

HX

3000 kPa
3000 kPa

500 kPa

3000 kPa

3000 kPa

500 kPa

 

Figure 2-1 Design pressure of the CNS components 

 

2.3 System Description 
 
2.3.1 System Organization 

The flow sheet diagram for the hydrogen system is shown in figure 2-2. The hydrogen 

system consists of the following components: 

- Vacuum chamber containing a moderator cell, a transfer tube and a condenser 

- Valve manifold in the hydrogen box 

- Hydrogen buffer tank 

- Connecting pipe lines 
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- Metal hydride storage unit 

- Loading/unloading equipment 

 

The CNS thermo-siphon loop is connected to the hydrogen buffer tank through the valve 

manifold. In accordance with the passive safety concept, the connecting pipelines between the 

thermo-siphon loop and the hydrogen buffer tank must be opened all the time to guarantee an 

unrestricted movement of the hydrogen gas. 

The valve manifold contains the fittings and valves V101~V103 that connect the 

hydrogen buffer tank to the thermo-siphon loop, as well as loading/unloading equipment. 

Moreover, the valve manifold contains instrumentation for control and protection. The valve 

manifold is placed inside the hydrogen box, which is filled with nitrogen blanket gas. The buffer 

tank (N2-I) and all equipments in the hydrogen box (N2-II) are surrounded with nitrogen 

blanketing. However, the pipeline between IPA and the hydrogen box is surrounded with 

helium blanketing (He-I). Conclusively, any part of the HS is not in contact with atmospheric air. 

     The hydrogen buffer tank will be designed in the stainless steel, with double wall 

construction to implement the gas blanket surrounding the entire hydrogen volume. The 

nitrogen blanketing gas fills the annular space. The volume of the hydrogen buffer tank based 

on the system operating pressure and the inventory of the liquid hydrogen in the moderator cell 

is about 1.3 m3 under 305kPa and 300 K. 

The line, which connects to the external equipment, has two valves V104 and V105. As 

indicated in the figure 2-2, all of these valves are located in the nitrogen blanket. In normal 

operation, V104 and V105 are all closed with the connecting lines filled with helium to avoid 

any possibility of hydrogen-air mixture. The metal hydride storage unit would be connected to 

V104 and V105 and the pipeline between V104 and V105 and the hydride system valves, 

V106 and V107, is filled with helium.
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Figure 2-2 Flow sheet for the hydrogen system 
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The loading/unloading operations are performed through the line with the valve V108 and 

the special removable manifold. The special removable manifold consists of a set of vacuum 

pump, a valve V108 and a pressure indicator. The removable manifold would be connected to 

the disposal tank. The disposal tank will be used for collecting the vented gas from the hydrogen 

system and the vacuum system. The volume of the disposal tank will be decided based on the 

working pressure and the entirely vented gas volume of the processing system. 

All of the actuated valves in the hydrogen system must be the pack-less and bellows-

sealed type and all of the actuator must be the type of spring-return and electro-pneumatic.  

The valves in the hydrogen box must be electro-pneumatic type with fail-safe position. All 

pneumatic actuators are operated with nitrogen instead of air to prevent the entry of air to the 

hydrogen box. Solenoid valves of the electro-pneumatic type are placed outside hydrogen box 

to minimize potential fire sources and allow proper pneumatic actuator venting. 

 

2.3.2 System Operation 
There are three (3) operation modes: (1) Shutdown, (2) Start-up, and (3) Normal 

Operation. Each operation mode can be summarized as below. 

1) Shutdown Mode (SD mode) 

The SD mode is compatible with the reactor shutdown. The helium refrigeration system is 

also stopped and all of the hydrogen is remained in the hydrogen buffer tank at ambient 

temperature. But the gas blanketing system should be available even during the SD mode to 

avoid any possible in-leakage of air into the hydrogen boundary. The process condition would 

be as follows: 

- system pressure : 305 kPa(a) 

- gaseous hydrogen temperature : 300 K (room temperature) 

- helium refrigeration system : stopped 

- reactor : shutdown 

 

2) Start-up Mode (SU mode) 

The helium refrigeration system must be working at its full capacity. It should be noted that 

prior to the reactor start-up, most of the hydrogen gas in the buffer tank must move into the 

thermo-siphon loop. As the helium refrigeration system is operating at normal condition, all of 

the hydrogen gas is gradually changed into the liquid state then stayed in the moderator cell. 

The process condition would be as follows: 

- initial system pressure : 315 kPa(a) 

- final system pressure : 152 kPa(a) 

- helium  refrigeration system : operating up to full capacity 

- reactor : shutdown 
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3) Normal Operation Mode (NO Mode) 

The moderator cell is already filled with sub-cooled liquid hydrogen during the SU mode. 

The two-phase thermo-siphon may be occurred according to the nuclear heat generation with 

the reactor power increasing. The reactor may be operating at any power condition during the 

NO mode. As the thermo-siphon loop works in steady-state and stable condition, the cold 

neutrons are now available at the end of the scattering instruments in the guide hall. The 

process condition would be as follows: 

- system pressure : 152 kPa(a) 

- helium refrigeration system : operating at full capacity 

- reactor : operating at a certain power 

 

2.3.3 Component Description 
 

1) Hydrogen Buffer Tank 

A hydrogen buffer tank, maintained at room temperature, has sufficient volume to 

accommodate the entire gaseous hydrogen inventory with the refrigerator stopped and with the 

system at 300 K at a system pressure of less than 305 kPa(a). The volume of the hydrogen 

buffer tank based on the system operating pressure and the inventory of the liquid hydrogen in 

the moderator cell is about 1.3 m3. The design pressure of the hydrogen buffer tank is 500 

kPa(a) as shown in the figure 2-1. 

 

2) Metal Hydride Unit 

There is no provision for hydrogen venting in this system. As mentioned before, the 

hydrogen buffer tank is the only room to store the gaseous hydrogen at warm condition. If the 

hydrogen system must be emptied of the hydrogen to allow maintenance on a component or for 

any special treatment, this will be done by absorbing the entire inventory into a metal hydride 

storage unit. A commercial hydride unit could be the best option we can take. The units have 

been very convenient and easy to use, and they are portable. The unit is removable from the 

system unless it is being used. Retrieval of the hydrogen gas from the metal hydride unit shall 

require a heater, which may not be supplied by the manufacturer. Considering that there is very 

little chance of pumping out of the hydrogen gas, we may not need to retrieve the hydrogen gas 

from the unit then charge into the system. The metal hydride unit would be used only for 

permanent storage. 

 

3) Hydrogen box 

The hydrogen box contains valves and instruments. The nitrogen gas is filled in the box for 

blanket. A pressure relief valve will be installed for protection of the box from the abnormal 
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pressure build-up. The discharge side of the pressure relief valve will be connected to the 

disposal tank through pipe for the guided-venting concept. The design pressure of the hydrogen 

box is 3000 kPa as shown in the figure 2-1. 

 

4) Instrumentation 

The instrumentation is mainly related to pressure measurements. There are also valve 

position indications. The triplicate pressure transmitters will be used for shutdown of the reactor 

in case of an abnormal condition. Two out of three voting logic produces a shutdown signal. 

 

2.4 Design Constraints 
 

The hydrogen transfer tube from the hydrogen buffer tank, which is installed on the CNS 

equipment island, shall be routed into the reactor pool then connected to the condenser by 

using a flange coupling. The figure 2-3 shows the IPA and its connecting pipelines - helium feed 

lines, a vacuum line and a hydrogen line. All these pipes shall not have any interference with the 

existing components or structures in the reactor pool. 

The connecting pipes will have a flange to joint the IPA with the outside system like the 

hydrogen buffer tank, vacuum system, and cold box. Each flange should be leak-tight and a 

well-prepared provision should be suggested to detect any leakage from the flange joint. A 

pressure monitoring of the space of the double gaskets could be a possible option for the leak 

detection. 

The vacuum camber is classified to the safety class 3 then designed and fabricated by the 

requirements of the ASME Sec.III. According to the ANSI/ANS 58.14 “Safety and Pressure 

Integrity Classification Criteria for Light Water Reactors”, items that do not perform a safety-

related function and are connected to or interface with safety-related items may be 

classified non-safety related if an evaluation justifies an assertion that a failure in the 

non-safety related items will not prevent accomplishment of s safety-related function of 

the safety-related items.  

The safety-related functions are: 

(1) ensure the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary 

(2) ensure the capability to shutdown the reactor 

(3) ensure the capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents that could 

result in potential offsite exposures comparable to the guideline exposures of 10 CFR 

100.11 

Four connecting pipes are to be installed between the vacuum chamber and the outside 

components, which are a pipe to hydrogen box, a pipe to vacuum box and two pipes for cold 

helium. It is clear that any failure of these pipes will not adversely affect the three (3) safety-
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related functions mentioned above. These pipes are classified to non-safety grade and directly 

connected to the safety components, vacuum chamber through the special-designed flanges. It 

should be noted that the flanges shall be a part of the vacuum chamber. A proper justification 

should be prepared for the joint of non-safety components with safety components without any 

physical isolating barrier. 

 

2.5 System Specification 
 

1) Design Classification 

- Safety Classification: NNS  

- Seismic Classification: Seismic category II 

- Quality Classification: T 

 Although the HS is classified in the seismic category II, it should be clearly guaranteed that 

any hydrogen leakage will not occur even under an earthquake condition. The classification 

details are summarized in table 2-2.  

2) Design Features 

- System design life: 40 years 

- Operating modes: Shutdown / Start-up / Normal Operation 

- Hydrogen release and air in-leakage avoidable by helium gas blanketing 

- Valve actuation by means of pressurized nitrogen gas 

- Physical protection of the entire hydrogen components to avoid any external accidental 

damage.
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Figure 2-3 Schematic view of the IPA to be installed in the reactor pool
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3) Process Parameters 

- Hydrogen warm pressure: 305 kPa(a) 

- Hydrogen cold pressure: 152 kPa(a) 

- Hydrogen average warm temperature: 300K 

- Hydrogen average cold temperature: 21.8K 

- Total hydrogen inventory: 336 g 

 

4) Mechanical Design Conditions 

- Vacuum Chamber design pressure: less than 3000 kPa(a) 

- Hydrogen box design pressure: 3000 kPa(a) 

- Hydrogen buffer tank design pressure (inner vessel): 500 kPa(a) 

- Design pressure for internal components of the IPA like the moderator cell, heat exchanger, 

transfer tube: 500 kPa(a) 

- Connecting pipe (inner pipe) and valves: 500 kPa(a) 

- Connecting pipe (outer pipe) : 3000 kPa(a) 

  (includes the first valve and its connecting pipe to the outer-most jacket) 

 

5) Equipment Location 

- The hydrogen buffer tank and the hydrogen box are located within the CNS equipment 

island in the reactor building. 

- The in-pool assembly containing the moderator cell, transfer tube and condenser is 

installed in the reactor pool. 

- All equipments and pipelines of the hydrogen system should be designed to avoid any 

possible damage by the fire in the CNS equipment island and around the pool top. 

 

3 Vacuum System 
 
3.1 Design Features 
 

The main function of the vacuum system is to act as a thermal insulation for the cold part 

of the in-pool assembly and to act as a safety barrier against the irruption of liquids and/or 

gases from the outside. The thermal insulation is of relevance to the performance of thermo-

siphon in the in-pool assembly. The table 3-1 shows the design parameters of the vacuum 

system. 
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Table 3-1 Design parameter of the vacuum system 

Status Parameter Remark 

Vacuum containment volume 55.52 liter 0.05552 m3 

Pipe line volume 39.25 liter 
diameter 50 mm 
length 20,000 mm 

Free volume 36.20 liter 0.0362 m3 

Surface of vacuum chamber 1.55 m2  

Surface of inner equipment 0.97 m2  

Initial pressure 760 Torr Atmosphere 

Low vacuum pressure 1×10-3 Torr By Dry Pump 

Process pressure 1×10-5 Torr By Turbo Molecular Pump 

Ultimate pressure 1×10-8 Torr By Turbo Molecular Pump 

Roughness of Pipe inner surface 
(STS304) <5µm 

Assuming that it is polished  
by electro polishing method 

Roughness of chamber inner surface
(AL6061-T6) <10µm 

Assuming that it is polished  
by mechanical method 

Length 1157 mm Bottom part 
of chamber (A) Diameter 141 mm 

Refer to Figure 3-1 

Length 1520 mm Top part 
of chamber (B) Diameter 261 mm 

Refer to Figure 3-1 

Length 20,000 mm Pipe line 
to pump (C) Diameter 65 mm 

Vertical 10m 
Horizontal 10m 

Chamber 
(AL6061-T6) 

≤ 1.00×10-8 
Torr․liter/sec․cm2 After 1 hour pumping 

Out-gassing rate 
Pipe 

(STS304 or 304L)
≤ 1.35×10-9 

Torr․liter/sec․cm2 After 1 hour pumping 

Dry Pump 3.08 liter/sec BOC Edward STP 301 
Pumping speed 

TMP 280 liter/sec BOC Edward XDS 10 

moderator cell 3.5 mm Refer to Figure 3-2 Critical 
flow gap heat exchanger 5.0 mm Refer to Figure 3-3 

 

3.2 Design Requirements 

 

1) The vacuum level for the cryogenic insulation shall be at least lower than 1×10-5 torr during 

the CNS normal operation. The complicate shape of the in-pool assembly may make it 

difficult to keep a uniform vacuum distribution. It is desirable to establish a higher vacuum 

level, up to 1×10-6 torr, if possible. 
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2) The 65 mm pipeline connects the vacuum pumping sets and valves manifold array to the 

vacuum chamber. The diameter was adopted by considering the pipe length and the desired 

vacuum level. It is required to continuously maintain the required vacuum pressure during 

normal operation. 

 

3) The vacuum system shall make the required vacuum through two high vacuum pumping sets, 

one is on standby. The pumping set array shall be completed with a set of valves, fittings and 

pipelines known as a vacuum manifold. The vacuum pumps discharge through the disposal 

tank in the reactor hall. The disposal tank will be used for collecting the vented gas from the 

vacuum pumps and other systems. 

 

4) A pipeline called the main vacuum pipeline shall connect the vacuum pumping sets and the 

manifold to the vacuum chamber through the flange. This pipeline shall be surrounded with a 

helium blanket (He-II). If required, the vacuum chamber can be filled with helium gas through 

the main vacuum line. The vacuum pumps and the manifold shall be placed within a box 

filled with nitrogen gas (N2-III). The box can be respectively divided into two or three parts for 

considering an easy maintenance of the vacuum pumps. The helium blanket (He-II) shall 

surround the vacuum pipeline to isolate the vacuum space from the air and/or water. And the 

nitrogen blanket (N2-III) shall be used to isolate the vacuum box from the air. 

 

5) The vacuum box is directly connected to the vacuum camber through the double-wall pipeline. 

When a H2-O2 reaction accident occurs in the vacuum chamber, the build-up pressure would 

be quickly transferred to the vacuum box through the connecting pipeline. As we discussed 

in the previous chapter, the vacuum pipe and the vacuum box forming the outer barrier of 

the possible hydrogen boundary shall have the design pressure of 3000 kPa as shown in the 

figure 2-1. However, the components only for vacuum system operation like the inner pipe, 

valves and vacuum pumps etc., need not to have the high design pressure. Considering that 

the vacuum system is always operating under atmospheric pressure, the design pressure 

would be about 300 kPa(a). 
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Figure 3-1 Schematic view of the vacuum containment 
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Figure 3-2 Section view of the moderator cell in the IPA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-3 Section view of the condenser in the IPA 
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3.3 System Description 
 
3.3.1 System Organization 

The flow diagram for the vacuum system is shown in the figure 2-2. The vacuum system 

consists of a vacuum pump station and its associated valves. All of the pumping sets are 

duplicated for operational flexibility.  

 

Every pumps and valves are placed in the vacuum box filled with nitrogen blanket gas.  In 

order to detect any possibility of hydrogen gas in the vacuum box, a hydrogen gas detector 

must be installed on the vacuum box. It intends to find out the some hydrogen leakage through 

the moderator cell or the hydrogen transfer tube in the vacuum chamber. 

 

A block valve V201 in the main vacuum pipeline is placed in the helium blanket (He-II) 

while the other valves, V202 to V205, are located in the vacuum box filled with nitrogen (N2-III).  

The vacuum box belongs to the Gas Blanket System. A pipeline called the main vacuum 

pipeline connects the vacuum pumping sets and the manifold to the vacuum chamber through 

the flange. This pipeline is surrounded with a helium blanket (He-II).  

 

Gas sampling for the vacuum space will be done in the normal operation. The gas sampling 

operation is performed by a hydrogen analyzer through the branch line to be set between the 

vacuum box and the disposal tank. If any symptom of leakage from inside (H2) or from outside 

(air) is detected, the cold neutron source operation will not be allowed until the problem 

detected will be clearly resolved. Instrumentation is mainly related to pressure measurements 

as well as valve position indication. When the main vacuum line pressure is higher than 10-1 torr 

(T.B.D.), the protection logic triggers reactor shutdown signal, indicating that there is a severe 

vacuum leak that the pumping set can not control. 

 

3.3.2 System Operation 
The vacuum pump will be operated by means of two vacuum pumping sets. One of the 

pumping sets is in operation while another is on standby. Even though the required vacuum 

level is obtained, the vacuum pumps must be always operated at every operation mode to 

prevent any possibility of nitrogen gas or air into the vacuum chamber. The operation of the 

vacuum system is summarized in accordance with the each operation mode. 

 

1) Shutdown Mode (SD mode) 

The SD mode is compatible with the reactor shutdown. Because most of the hydrogen is 

stored back to the hydrogen buffer tank or the metal hydride unit at ambient temperature, it dose 
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not need any cryogenic insulation in the IPA and then the vacuum system can be also stopped 

during the SD mode.  

 

2) Start-up Mode (SU mode) 

The helium refrigeration system must be operated at its full capacity prior to the reactor start-

up. At this time most of the hydrogen gas in the buffer tank must move into the thermo-siphon 

loop. As the helium refrigeration system is operating at normal condition, most of the hydrogen 

gas is gradually changed into the liquid state then stayed in the moderator cell. So, it should be 

noted that the required vacuum pressure is achieved prior to the start-up of the refrigerator. 

 

3) Normal Operation Mode (NO Mode) 

The moderator cell is already filled with sub-cooled liquid hydrogen during the SU mode. 

The two-phase thermo-siphon may be occurred according to the nuclear heat generation with 

the reactor power increasing. In order to get the thermo-siphon loop in steady-state and stable 

condition, the vacuum system must keep continuously its vacuum pressure during the NO 

mode.  

 

3.3.3 Component Description 
1) Vacuum Pump 

Vacuum is achieved by means of two vacuum pumping sets, one of them made up by 

P201 and P203 (high vacuum and primary, respectively) and the other made up by P202 and 

P204. One of the pumping sets is in operation while the other is on standby. The pumping set 

array shall be completed with a set of valves, fittings and pipelines known as a vacuum manifold. 

 

The primary pump is a dry pump (oil-free and scroll-type). The displaced volume in the 

suction is about 4.16 l/s, while the ultimate pressure is about 1.2×10-2 torr. The high vacuum 

pump is a turbo molecular pump with a volume displacement of 230 l/s, while the ultimate 

pressure is about 3.75×10-8 torr. 

 

2) Vacuum Box 

A vacuum box contains pumping equipments as well as the manifold and instrumentation.  

All the equipments within the vacuum box filled with nitrogen gas (N2-III) are placed allowing 

easy maintenance and disassembling operations. The vacuum box may be respectively divided 

into two or three parts for considering an easy maintenance of the vacuum pumps.  

 

General vacuum pumps are normally operated in the ambient temperature around 5 ~ 

40 ℃. If it is out of the operating temperature range, the performance of pumps may be 
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gradually degraded. Solenoid valves of the electro-pneumatic type are placed outside the 

vacuum box to minimize potential fire sources and allow proper pneumatic actuator venting. 

 

3) Disposal Tank 

The disposal tank will be used for collecting the vented gas from the vacuum chamber.  

The vacuum pumps discharge through the disposal tank into the reactor hall. The volume of the 

disposal tank will be decided based on the working pressure and the entirely vented gas volume 

of the processing system. Refer to section 5.6 for details. 

 

4) Vacuum Manifold 

All the valves are electro-pneumatically actuated with nitrogen gas to prevent the 

possibility of air / hydrogen mixtures. All valve manifolds assist the vacuum pumping sets to 

allow all contemplated operations.  

 

5) Instrumentation 

The instrumentation is related to the CNS control and monitoring system. The 

instrumentation is mainly related to pressure measurements as well as valve position indication. 

 

6) Miscellaneous 

The pipeline connects the vacuum pumping sets and valves manifold array to the vacuum 

containment. The diameter shall be adopted considering the length of pipe and the required 

vacuum level. The main vacuum line is connected to a flange by means of a special removal 

connector around EL(+) 6.5m in the reactor pool. 

 

3.4 Design Constraints 
 

It seems not easy to maintain the required vacuum level because the main vacuum 

pipeline connecting the in-pool assembly to the vacuum pump station will be about 50 meters 

long. There are a few options to solve this constraint. First, the connecting pipeline must be 

routed as short as possible and to incorporate the concept of the ion pump with proper sizing. 

Second, a kind of cryo-pump can be installed in the in-pool assembly instead of using the ion 

pumps. The second option may lead to an additional complexity in fabrication of the vacuum 

chamber. A comprehensive calculation and sizing is required in the beginning of the design 

stage. 

 

To confirm that the desired vacuum level will be achieved by the current design concept 

using a dry pump and turbo molecular pump, it is required to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
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pumping velocity. The performance of the vacuum system mostly depends on the conductance 

within the vacuum chamber, its connecting condition to the pipe, and the length from the 

chamber to the vacuum pump. Based on the condition of the component proposed in the 

concept design step, a preliminary calculation on the vacuum system had been carried out to 

evaluate the appropriateness.  

 

The volume of vacuum chamber was conservatively estimated as 100 liters in 

consideration of a possible design change in the upcoming detailed design for the IPA. And, in 

accordance with their layout in reactor pool, the length of the pipelines was assumed about 20 

m, while their diameter is assumed as 65 mm (inner diameter: 0.0669 m). The volume of the 

pipeline may be estimated in 70.3 liters. So the total vacuum volume is assumed about 170.3 

liters. It is assumed that the scroll type dry pump has a pumping velocity of 4.16 l/s, while the 

ultimate pressure is 1.2×10-2 torr and that of the turbo molecular pump reaches 230 l/s, while 

the ultimate pressure is 3.75×10-8 torr. The Input data for the calculation are summarized by 

Table 3-1. 

 

The evacuation time to reach the required vacuum of a 1×10-6 torr level was calculated as 

about 15 minutes. But, it does not consider the out-gassing rate of the vacuum containment and 

pipeline materials. If considering the out-gassing rate and other conditions, it would be expected 

that the evacuation time may be remarkably increased. Conclusively, it would be sure that the 

current design is good enough for achieving the desired vacuum level within a reasonable time. 

The preliminary calculation indicates that the ion pump or cryo-pump is not required. 

 

Gases and/or liquids that could enter the in-pool assembly would produce a frozen layer 

on the CNS thermo siphon loop surface which behaves as a vacuum cryo-pump. Pressure 

variations would not be detected, since all the liquids or gases are frozen, with the exception of 

helium. The irradiation of this uncontrolled layer could produce hazardous elements by a 

transmutation. Gas sampling and analysis during a CNS shutdown operation could serves to 

detect these elements.  

 

3.5 System Specification 
 

1) System Classification 

- Safety Classification: Non-Nuclear Safety (NNS) 

- Seismic Classification: Seismic category II 

- Quality Classification: T 

The classification details are summarized in the table 1-2. 
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2) Design Features 

- System design life: 40 years 

- Reactor operation with cold neutron source stopped 

- Operating mode: Shutdown / Start-up / Normal Operation 

- Hydrogen release and air in-leakage avoidable by helium and nitrogen gas blanketing 

- Valve actuation by means of pressurized nitrogen gas 

- Physical protection of the entire hydrogen components to avoid any external accidental 

damage 

3) Process Parameters 

- Vacuum level for the normal operation: below 10-5 torr 

4) Mechanical Design Condition 

- Design pressure of the vacuum box: 3000 kPa(a) 

- Design pressure of pipeline (outer pipe): 3000 kPa(a) 

- Design pressure of pipeline (inner pipe) and valves: 300 kPa(a) 

5) Equipment Layout 

- All pumps are located in the CNS equipment island. As previously mentioned in the design 

constraints, the turbo molecular pump should be located as close to the vacuum chamber 

as possible to achieve the required vacuum easily. 

 

 

4 Gas Blanketing System  
 

4.1 Design Features 
 

The major function of the Gas Blanketing System (GBS) is to separate the hydrogen from 

eventual contact with air or water. The GBS is a static system, i.e. there is no gas circulating 

during normal operation. For blanketing purposes, either helium or nitrogen gas fills the different 

volume of blanket.  

 

Since all the related components are highly water-tight, no frequent pressure variation is 

expected. The system surveillance by using the pressure variation will be an effective 

monitoring way to find out a certain leakage. The hydrogen pressure should be always higher 

than the atmospheric pressure to avoid any air infiltration into the hydrogen boundary.   

 

4.2 Design Requirements 
 

1) To realize the effective leakage monitoring, the normal operating pressure of the blanket gas 
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should be higher than the atmospheric pressure but lower than the hydrogen pressure. The 

pressure of the helium and nitrogen blanket gas is respectively 130 kPa and 120 kPa.  

 

2) It is easily expected that the change of the blanket pressure indicates an outbreak of leakage. 

The pressure increasing means a leakage from the inside, i.e., hydrogen release to the 

blanket area, while the pressure decreasing means a leakage from the outside, i.e., air 

infiltration into the blanket area. 

 

3) There are two blanket gases used in the system, namely nitrogen and helium. The helium is 

the best one for the blanketing purpose, because the helium is the only gas that does not 

freeze at very low temperature. Every blanketing volume will be filled with nitrogen except 

two pipelines, which are connected from the vacuum chamber to the hydrogen box and the 

vacuum box. 

 

4) Nitrogen is used as pressurized gas for actuating the control valves placed in the hydrogen 

environment to prevent the possibility of air contamination. The similarity with air as to leak 

behavior allows the use of standard equipment.  

 

5) The valve manifold is placed inside the hydrogen box, which is filled with nitrogen blanket gas 

of the gas blanket system. The hydrogen buffer tank and all equipments in the hydrogen box 

are surrounded with nitrogen blanketing. But, the pipeline between IPA and the hydrogen box 

is surrounded with helium blanketing (He-I). Any part of the HS is not in contact with 

atmospheric air. 

 

6) Every pump and valve will be placed in the vacuum box filled with nitrogen blanket gas. A 

block valve V201 in the main vacuum pipeline is placed in the helium blanket (He-II) while the 

other valves, V202 to V205, are located in the vacuum box filled with nitrogen (N2-III). A 

pipeline between the vacuum pumping sets and the vacuum chamber is surrounded with a 

helium blanket (He-II). 

 

4.3 System Description 
 

4.3.1 System Organization 
The gas blanketing area is divided into a few separate compartments as shown in the 

figure 2-2 with an independent gas supply line to avoid common-cause failure. 

- Hydrogen main pipe between the IPA and the hydrogen box: He-I 

- Hydrogen box: N2-I 
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- Hydrogen buffer tank and connecting pipe: N2-II 

- Vacuum main pipe between the IPA and the vacuum box: He-II 

- Vacuum box: N2-III 

 

4.3.2 System Operation 
Nitrogen and helium have different pressure levels in accordance with their function and 

location. It is required that the blanket pressure should be lower than that of hydrogen but 

higher than the atmospheric pressure. 

 

In addition, the nitrogen blanket pressure should be lower than the helium blanket 

pressure to prevent the nitrogen from streaming into the vacuum chamber, where it would be 

frozen by very low temperature. Based on these requirements the pressure settings are as 

follows. 

 

- Helium blanket areas: 130 kPa(a) 

- Nitrogen blanket area: 120 kPa(a) 

- Helium in the pipes for isolation: 130 kPa(a) 

 

The blanket jacket is the last barrier to isolate the hydrogen from outside. By on-line 

sampling of the blanket gas and analysis, it is clearly confirmed that no hydrogen gas is leaking. 

During normal operation, the hydrogen box and the vacuum box are the most probable 

candidates of the hydrogen leakage.   

 

Gases from both the blanketing boxes are pumped alternatively by a roughing pump 

through the detector. Should there be a symptom of hydrogen leakage during normal operation, 

the cold neutron source operation should be stopped and a proper measure including 

investigation of the leakage should be taken in a timely manner. 

 

The direction of the pressure transient implies the direction of the leakage. When the 

blanket pressure is increasing it means leakage from inside. On the other hand, when the 

pressure is decreasing it means leakage from outside. The transients in most cases are 

expected to be smooth and preceded slowly.   

 

The operator can take a corrective action to resume the pressure level in the blanketing 

zone. But a high pressure in either blanketing boxes indicates a possibility of hydrogen leak.   

 

If hydrogen is really leaking into the blanket zone, the hydrogen system pressure will drop 
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below its nominal pressure (152 kPa for cold operation or 305 kPa for warm operation) as well 

as the blanket pressure goes higher than the nominal pressure, 130 kPa (a). Whenever both of 

the pressure transients are established at the same time the reactor should be automatically 

shutdown. 

 

4.3.3 Component Description 
1) Feed pipeline 

Each feed pipeline has a block valve and a pressure measuring device will be installed on 

the feed pipelines downstream the block valve. A discharging branch with valves is used for 

venting the blanket area. The down-stream of the valve is connected to the disposal tank. The 

helium or nitrogen supply line has a self pressure-regulating valve to obtain the required 

pressure and a safety relief valve that discharges over-pressurized gas into the disposal tank. 

Nitrogen for valve actuation is supplied from the nitrogen tank in the figure 2-2. 

 

The volume of the nitrogen tank should be decided so that it should supply the nitrogen 

gas during a certain amount of period in the event of a loss of nitrogen supply. The pressure of 

the nitrogen for valve actuation is 600 kPa (a). 

 

2) Sampling branch 

A sampling branch with valves from the each feed pipeline will be provided for sampling 

and analysis upon request. The sampling branch will be connected to the feed pipe downstream 

the block valve.   

 

4.4 Design Constraints  
 

The protection against hydrogen leakage thanks to the gas blanket system is based on 

the monitoring of pressure differential between atmosphere (1 bar), gas blanket (1.2 or 1.3 bar), 

and hydrogen (1.5 bar). This concept should be studied accurately taking into account every 

operating condition and transients to make sure that the small pressure differential will remain in 

the good way. The accuracy of the pressure instruments must be guaranteed so that the 

nominal fluctuation of the pressure signal may not give a spurious alarm or confusion to the 

system operation.  

 

4.5 System Specification 
 

1) System Classification  

- Safety Classification: Non-Nuclear Safety (NNS)  
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- Seismic Classification: Non-Seismic category  

- Quality Classification: S except protective measuring sensors T 

 

2) Design Features  

- System design life: 40 years  

- Either helium or nitrogen will be used as a blanketing gas  

- Monitoring of the pressure differential is a way of checking the blanket integrity. 

- Nitrogen is used as pressurized gas for actuating the control. 

- On-line gas monitoring and analysis will be provided.  

 

3) Process Parameters  

- Helium blanketing gas pressure: 130 kPa (a)  

- Nitrogen blanketing gas pressure: 120 Pa (a)  

- Valve actuating nitrogen pressure: 600 kPa (a)  

 

4) Mechanical Design Condition  

- Design pressure of blanketing barrier: Refer to each chapter. 

- Design temperature: 60°C  

 

5) Equipment Layout  

- The blanketing valve manifold is located in the CNS equipment island.  

- The helium and nitrogen supply tank are placed outside the reactor building  

- The nitrogen accumulator tank for valve actuation is installed in the CNS equipment island 
 
5 Helium Refrigeration System 
 

5.1 Design Features 
 

The helium refrigeration system (HRS) is to cool down and liquefy the gaseous hydrogen 

to a sub-cooled state in the condenser in order to establish the thermo-siphon. The HRS must 

remove the heat load which is imposed on the condenser through the thermo-siphon. The HRS 

for a cold neutron source has to: 

 

- cool the system from room temperature down to liquid hydrogen temperature 

- keep it cold for long periods of time 

- avoid any pollution of the moderator fluid 

- control cryogenic power according to heat load by the reactor 
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- avoid freezing the moderator fluid 

- perform all these duties automatically 

- keep the refrigerator operating even though a momentary interruption of the electrical 

power supply happens. 

  

5.2 Design Requirements 
 
1) The table 5-1 shows the performance requirements for the helium refrigeration system.  
 
Table 5-1. Performance Requirements for the He cryogenic refrigeration system 

Items Unit Requirements Remarks 

Refrigeration capacity Watts 1500  

He mass flow rate at compressor g/sec 50~60 

Supply temperature at cold box K 14 

Return temperature at cold box K  

He Mass flow rate at cold box g/sec 50~60 

Supply pressure at cold box kPa (a) 200 

Return pressure at cold box kPa (a) ≥ 180 

- To be confirmed by 
manufacturer 

- Flow rate and temperature 
are inter-related each other 

- Pressure difference 
depends on the design of 
the heat exchanger. 

 

Vol. of He side in H/X Liter 5.1  

Type of H/X  Shell & tube  

Inlet pipe diameter mm 25 To Be Determined 

Outlet pipe diameter mm 25 To Be Determined 
 
 

2) The refrigerator shall be capable of removing all heat from the cold neutron source including 

moderator vessel and associated components for reactor full power operation and have a 

safety margin demonstrated to be acceptable. Uncertainties in calculation, measurement, 

possible reactor power transients shall be considered in deciding the capacity of the 

refrigerator. 

 

3) The system shall be designed to ensure safe operation at all times. Postulated failures of the 

refrigerator shall not affect reactor safety. 

 

4) It is required that the operating pressure at the helium side should be higher than the 

pressure at the hydrogen side during the normal operation mode. If not, adequate means for 

detecting hydrogen in the helium refrigerant gas shall be provided, in the event of a heat 

exchanger leak. In addition, adequate pressure relief scheme shall be provided on the helium 
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side to deal with the higher pressure source from the hydrogen side, in the event of a heat 

exchanger tube break. 

 

5) Measures shall be taken to ensure that vibration and noise from the refrigerator compressor 

are not transmitted to the adjacent components or structures. The compressor shall be 

located on isolated foundations as a possible way of vibration isolation. 

 

6) The helium refrigeration system shall not be required to function during and following a DBE 

and thus does not require seismic qualification. 

 

7) The helium refrigerator shall adopt an independent computer control system and it shall give 

an automatic control scheme to act against the variation of the heat load and proper 

indications of malfunctions and, in extreme cases, reactor trip signal. 

 

8) The system design shall facilitate maintenance and replacement of all components 

 

9) There are three (3) operation modes for the HANARO CNS : (1) shutdown, (2) start-up and 

(3) normal operation. The HRS shall cope with each operating mode without operator’s 

intervention. The start-up of the HRS should be established by a simple procedure, with no 

or only a little operator’s assistance. 

 

5.3 System Description 
 

5.3.1 System Organization 
The HRS consists of a compressor station containing a main compressor, an oil removal 

system and gas control system, helium buffer tank and a cold box with its control system 

cabinet including a turbine expansion, heat exchanger, heater and  connecting pipes and 

valves as shown in Fig. 5-1. The operator interfaces like a monitor and printer are attached to 

the cold box control cabinet. In addition, an insulating vacuum pumping set will be installed for 

thermal insulation of the cold box. Instrumentation and controls will be also provided for 

automatic system control. 

 

5.3.2 System Operation 
The helium compression module is composed of an oil lubricated screw type compressor, 

an oil removal system and a gas management system. The helium refrigerant gas is 

compressed to a high pressure (≥10 bar and 300K). The oil included in the high pressurized 

helium is removed through the oil removal system. The removed oil is returned to the 
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compressor by an oil pump. The high pressurized helium is then cooled down to around a 

temperature to 25K through the heat exchanger. The helium refrigerant gas again goes through 

an adsorber to remove the remaining humidity and impurities then finally passes to the 

expansion turbine. At this last stage, the helium gas becomes a cryogenic state of around 202 

kPa(a) bar and 14K. The temperature of the cryogenic helium rises up to around 18K and its 

pressure drops by 20 kPa(a) by passing through the condenser of the in-pool assembly. The 

helium gas heated up by the hydrogen moderator passes the regenerative heat exchanger then, 

the temperature rises up to 300K. 

 

The CNS operation mode is closely related with the operating status of the reactor. The 

table 5-2 summarizes the relationship between the CNS, the helium refrigerator and reactor. 

Table 5-2. CNS Operation Modes 

Modes 

System 
Shutdown (SD) Start-up (SU) Normal (NO) 

Reactor Shutdown Shutdown Operation 

Hydrogen Vapor in the 
buffer tank 

Liquid in the 
moderator cell 

Liquid in the 
moderator cell 

He Refrigerator Stop Operation Operation 

 

It is important to understand how the HRS manages the heat load variation during normal 

operation. In general, the HRS incorporates 3 different methods in a comprehensive 

combination based on the reactor operating condition.  
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Figure 5-1 Simplified loop diagram of the helium refrigeration system 

 

The first method is to use the electric heater to be installed in the return line. The control 

system turns it on or off in accordance with the variation of the heat load. For example, if the 

reactor power reduces, then the system increases the heater capacity to compensate the 

amount of power loss. This control method is easy to implement and has a very fast response 

characteristics but expects an unstable oscillation. It is recommended to use the heater control 

method for a small amount of variation. 

 

The second method is to control the turbine speed by regulating the flow rate of the helium 

gas. If it is required to operate the reactor at low power for start-up or specific physics test, the 

turbine speed control method will be desirable. When the heat load reduces more than 10% 

from its nominal value, the control algorithm open the turbine bypass valve to reduce the helium 

flow rate then the turbine speed accordingly reduces. The valve control will be done by the PID 

control algorithm. 
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The last method is to compressor motor speed control with VFD (Variable Frequency 

Driver). This is recommended to be used in case of a bigger heat load variation. As mentioned 

previously, when the helium flow rate should be reduced more than the required limit under the 

turbine speed control algorithm, the compressor bypass valve should be opened and the 

compressor motor will be appropriately regulated to a certain lower speed in order to reduce the 

system pressure as well as helium flow rate at the main pipe. 

 

The electric heater control and the turbine speed control is a relatively fast response while 

the compressor speed control with the VFD is a slow response. The system control algorithm 

shall properly reflect these characteristics in the software implementation process and shall be 

verified its performance during the system commissioning. In summary, the system controller 

shall act in the following procedures when the heat load is reducing: 

 

1) to turn the heater on and increase its capacity as much as the variation 

  (If the variation keeps going above the limit of the heater capacity) 

2) to reduce the turbine speed by opening the turbine bypass valve as the helium 

temperature goes down. 

  (If this situation lasts longer) 

3) to regulate the compressor motor speed by VFD scheme 

 

5.3.3 Component Description 
1) Screw Compressor 

The important design characteristics of the screw compressor are as follows: 

    - No valves make it robust and reliable 

    - Direct oil injection offers good lubrication of the rotors, low discharge temperature, 

better leak tightness giving a higher efficiency etc. 

Due to their simple design and the small number of moving parts, screw compressor is 

very reliable. It is said that various units have operated perfectly for more than 40000 hours 

continuous running, without any intervention. 

 

2) Oil Removal System 

This is directly connected to the discharge port of the compressor. The main volume of oil 

is separated from the helium gas simply by gravity. A kind of mesh filter is used at the outlet to 

decrease the oil content in helium before the final oil removal system. At the outlet of the oil 

separator, the helium is still hot and is cooled in a water-cooled heat exchanger then re-injected 

into the bearings and the casing of the compressor. Final oil separation is obtained by coalescer 

filters, which collect the tiny droplets on very small diameter fibers. The formed oil drops 
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downward through the filtering media, and is collected in the lower part of the filter. This oil is 

automatically recycled to the inlet of the compressor. The very small quantity of remaining oil 

vapor is adsorbed on a special activated charcoal bed. A filter stops any solid particles, which 

could come from the activated charcoal. 

 

3) Helium Buffer Tank 

The helium buffer tank is connected to the gas control module. It is used to maintain a 

constant pressure into the refrigeration helium cycle loop whatever the temperature is. 

Charge/discharge valves and mass monitoring devices will be equipped in the HRS circuit. The 

capacity of the buffer tank and its maximum working pressure will be determined during detail 

design stage by manufacturer.  

 

4) Cold Box 

The cold box contains all the components of the refrigerator, which work at low 

temperature and which have to be thermally insulated. There is one or a few high efficiency heat 

exchanger in the cold box. One of the most important components is an expansion turbine. The 

high pressure helium is expanded through the turbine. During this expansion, the temperature of 

the helium gas decreases. The cooled and expanded helium then comes into the in-pool 

assembly to cool off the hydrogen of the thermo-siphon loop.  

The cryogenic valves are extended stem control valves driven by room temperature air-

operated actuators. All connections should be welded for excellent and permanent leak-

tightness. Thermal insulation of these cold components is achieved by using a combination of 

super-insulation and vacuum. The multi-layer insulation material must be in a high vacuum 

environment. There are also many room temperature components like valves, regulators, 

pressure and temperature sensors, heater, filters. etc. 

 

5.4 Connected systems 
 

5.4.1 Electrical power facility  
The supplied electrical power is as follows 

- The motor power of the compressor:  about 200 KW 

- Electrical power of the heater and cold box  

- Electrical power of the controller system by UPS 

 

5.4.2 Cooling Water  
The supplied conditions of the cooling water are as follows 

 - The inlet temperature: less than 32 °C 
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- The outlet temperature: less than 37 °C 

 - The flow rate for the compressor: 14.8 m3/h (T.B.D) 

 - The flow rate for the cold box: 0.6 m3/h (T.B.D) 

 

5.4.3 Instrument air  
The pressure of the instrument air is above 6 bar 

- Dew point temperature: -30 ℃ 

- Consumption rate: 6 Nm3/h  

 

5.5 Design Constraints 
 

1)  In case that the distance form the condenser to the cold box is getting longer, heat loss in 

the connection line is increased proportionally and the length between the condenser and 

cold box should be as short as possible. 

 

2)  The helium buffer tank must be made and installed by the Korean laws and regulations 

relative to the high pressurized gases. 

 

5.6 System Specification 
 

1) System Classification 

- Safety Classification: Non-Nuclear Safety (NNS) 

- Seismic Classification: Non-seismic category 

- Quality Classification: S 

The classification details are summarized in the table 2-1. 

 

2) Design Features 

- System design life: 40 years 

- Easy and safe operating procedures in automatic control scheme 

- Operating mode: Stop / Normal Operation 

- Comprehensive control algorithm to act against the heat load variation 

- High reliability of the components 

 

3) Process Parameters 

- Nominal cooling capacity: 1500 watts 

- Helium inlet temperature: 14 K 

- Helium outlet temperature: about 18 K 
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- Nominal helium flow rate: 50~60 g/sec 

- CNS helium inlet pressure: 202 kPa(a) 

- CNS helium outlet pressure: To be determined by a manufacturer 

 

4) Mechanical Design Condition 

- Buffer tank design pressure: To be determined by a manufacturer 

- Buffer tank operating pressure: To be determined by a manufacturer 

- Compression station design pressure: To be determined by a manufacturer 

- Compression station maximum operating pressure: To be determined by a manufacturer 

- Cold box operating pressure: To be determined by a manufacturer 

- Cold box design pressure: To be determined by a manufacturer 

 

5) Equipment Layout 

- The cold box will be located in the 3rd floor of the CNS equipment island. 

- The helium compressor module (oil removal system, helium buffer tank, gas analyzer) will 

be located in the 1st floor of the auxiliary building which is placed at the northern side of 

the reactor building. 

- The helium pipelines from the compressor will be routed through the opening at the 

northern wall of the reactor building and connected to the cold box. 

- The control computer of the HRS will be located in the 2nd floor of the CNS equipment 

island 

 

6 Exhaust System 
 

6.1 Design Features 
 

As explained in the other sections, the hydrogen could be safely handled with appropriate 

procedures, unlike the deuterium as moderator. The hydrogen will be easily diffused into the air 

as long as its concentration is being maintained lower than 4%. A design concept of the exhaust 

or ventilation system for cold neutron source is quite different from plant to plant. 

The FRM-II incorporates a complicate exhaust system physically separated with the 

reactor ventilation system. It contains a disposal tank for mixing the discharging gas from the 

vacuum pumps with continuously supplying-nitrogen gas. The mixed gas is being sent to the 

outside stack by pressure difference. A tritium monitor is installed in the end of the exhaust pipe. 

When the monitor gives a high alarm, the reactor will be shutdown for radiation safety. 

On the contrary, the OPAL has a different concept. All the exhausting gas from the cold 

neutron systems or facilities like vacuum pumps, gas blanket system etc, are directly discharged 
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into the reactor hall, which eventually managed by a reactor ventilation system.  

The HFBR in NIST has a complete closed loop concept. The whole cold neutron 

components including hydrogen system, vacuum system and gas blanket system are encircled 

within pressure containment. No pressure relief valve in the hydrogen system was installed and 

even the vacuum pumps are placed in the sealed containments. They do not exhaust to the 

reactor room or outside. There is very little gas for the pumps to exhaust. Conclusively, the 

HFBR does not have an exhaust or ventilation system. 

The HANARO cold neutron source adopts an exhausting concept to the reactor hall like 

the OPAL but installs a disposal tank like the FRM-II. But the operation concept is different from 

the OPAL or the FRM-II. All the discharging pipes from the CNS systems like vacuum pumps, 

relief valves of the gas blanket compartments or exhausting pumps for each system preparation, 

etc, are connecting to the disposal tank. A hydrogen gas detector will be installed in the disposal 

tank and continuously monitor the hydrogen concentration in the collected gas of the disposal 

tank. It can be said that the disposal tank functions as an intermediate station for final purge into 

the reactor hall. The final purge into the reactor hall must be done if no hydrogen gas exists in 

the disposal tank. The guided venting concept to the reactor hall could be reconsidered 

depending on the vacuum system design. 

 

6.2 Design Requirements 
 

1)  Every pipe for discharging hydrogen, vacuum or blanketing gas shall be connected to the 

disposal tank with proper valves. 

  

2)  Any reverse flow from the disposal tank to the system shall not be allowed. A concept of 

check valve may be applied in the design to avoid the reverse flow. 

 

3)  The pipe from the vacuum pumps and the disposal tank itself shall be seismically qualified 

to avoid any accidental release of hydrogen gas during an earthquake. The design pressure 

of the disposal tank shall be same as the one of the hydrogen buffer tank. 

 

4)  A hydrogen gas detection and alarm function shall be provided. An appropriate automatic 

action or interlock should be provided to avoid any hydrogen release into the reactor hall. 

 

5)  A control logic shall be designed that when a pressure in the disposal tank reaches a 

predefined setpoint a discharge valve shall be automatically opened to deplete the inside 

gas to the reactor hall. This action should be conditioned with the hydrogen gas detection 

system. 
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6.3 System Description 
 

6.3.1 System Organization 
The exhaust system consists of a disposal tank, hydrogen gas detection system and pipe 

and valves. A nitrogen gas supply to the disposal tank may be required to dilute the hydrogen 

concentration when a high hydrogen alarm occurs.  

 

6.3.2 System Operation 
1)  The disposal tank is always opened, during normal operation, to the connecting pipes from 

the vacuum pumps unless a high hydrogen alarm exists. When a high alarm occurs, the 

vacuum system stops and the vacuum isolating valve should be closed, then reactor should 

also shutdown. 

 

2)  When the gas pressure in the disposal tank increases higher than 1.5 barg (To Be 

Determined), a discharge valve will be opened and the inside gas will be discharged into 

the reactor hall by a pressure difference. The discharge valve will be closed as soon as the 

pressure drops below the setpoint. 

 

3)  The other pipes from the systems, except the pipe for vacuum pumps can be opened only 

during reactor shutdown. These pipes are used for preparation of system start-up, making 

initial vacuum for gas charging, etc. Appropriate remote valves will be installed in the 

connecting pipelines. 

 

4)  The hydrogen gas detection system is operating in continuous basis. The detection system 

will be a off-line type, which extracts a small amount of gas through a 1/4 inch tube, 

analyses it then returns it back into the tank. When the hydrogen concentration increases 

higher than 3% (T.B.D), the detection system sends an alarm to the computer system.  

 

5)  The control computer system will forcefully close the tank discharge valve as well as the 

vacuum pump discharge valve at the same time. If a detail investigation indicates that a real 

hydrogen leak is expecting, a CNS stop and reactor shutdown should be required. 

 

6)  A nitrogen gas should be supplied into the disposal tank for dilution of the hydrogen 

concentration. When the hydrogen concentration is lowered enough, the diluted gas could 

be discharged into the reactor hall based on the procedure. 

 

7)  If it is not possible to decrease the hydrogen concentration enough for purging into the 
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reactor hall, a metal hydride unit may be required to absorb the hydrogen gas in the 

disposal tank. An appropriate sampling port and valve manifold shall be provided for the 

application of the metal hydride unit. 

 

6.3.3 Component Description 
1) Disposal Tank 

The disposal tank will be installed in the third floor of the CNS equipment island to make 

the connecting pipes as short as possible. The longer connecting pipe we have, the higher 

possibility of gas trapping in the midst of the pipe we will have. The specification of the disposal 

tank is as follows: 

- Design pressure: 500 kPa(g) 

- Material: stainless steel 

- Volume: 2 tons (T.B.D) 

 

The above specification may be changed in the detail design phase. The disposal tank 

has three connecting points for inlet and outlet of the gases. The connecting pipes from the 

system for exhausting gas will be connected around the middle point of the tank height while the 

discharging pipe should be placed at the top of the tank. Another point is for nitrogen supply in 

case of high hydrogen concentration. The connecting pipe for the nitrogen supply will be located 

at the bottom of the tank. 

 

2) Hydrogen Gas Detection System 

The hydrogen gas detector will be an off-line type. The sensitivity should be high enough 

to discriminate a small amount of the hydrogen gas. The detail specification will be determined 

in the detail design phase. The hydrogen gas detection system shall have analog and discrete 

outputs for computer display and alarm function. 

 

6.3.4 Instrumentation 
A pressure transmitter should be installed in the tank to monitor the inside gas pressure. A 

high pressure signal will be logically interlocked with the discharge valve operation. All the 

remote valves to control the discharging gas movement from the system should send their 

position status to the computer system. 

 

6.4 Design Constraints 
 

The initial preparation of the vacuums will be established by using a specially-prepared 

vacuum pump, P301 in the figure 2-2. When the normal vacuum pump takes the control and 
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reaches a steady-state condition, there is very little gas for the pumps to exhaust. Due to the 

lack of the driving force, the discharging gas from the vacuum pump may not reach the disposal 

tank. It is not desirable that the discharging gas is trapped in the midst of the connecting pipe. 

Especially, should there be a pressure build-up in the disposal tank, it may deepen. A provision 

should be prepared to get easy movement of the discharging gas into the disposal tank. 

 

6.5 System Specification 
 

6.5.1 System Classification 
1) Safety classification: NNS  

2) Seismic classification: Seismic category II 

3) Quality classification: T 

  

The classification details are summarized in table 2-2.  

 

6.5.2 Design Features 
1) System design life: 40 years 

2) Safety discharge of the system exhaust gas into the reactor hall 

 

6.5.3 Process Parameters 
1) Normal operating pressure:  

 

6.5.4 Mechanical Design Conditions 
1) Design pressure of the disposal tank: 500 kPa(g) 

 

6.5.5 Equipment Location 
1) The disposal tank will be installed in the 3rd floor of the CNS equipment island 

2) The hydrogen gas detection system will be also installed in the 3rd floor of the CNS 

equipment island 

 

 

7 Instrumentation and Control System  
 

7.1 Design Feature 
 

The instrumentation and control (I&C) system of the CNS facility includes the signal 

measurements and controls for the facility operation, the shutdown of the HANARO and the 
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CNS main components, the information supply to the operator, the devices for auto or manual 

operation and the devices for the radiation monitoring. The instrumentation and control system 

for the cold neutron source consists of a shutdown system, a control and monitoring system and 

a radiation monitoring system (RMS). The I&C system uses a digitalized computer control 

system, which monitors all field signals from the various systems like the cryogenic refrigeration 

system (CRS), the hydrogen moderator system (HMS), the vacuum system (VS), the gas 

blanket system (GBS), the exhaust ventilation system (EVS), etc. The I&C system is designed 

to achieve the following objectives;  

 

- Shutdown of the reactor and the cold neutron source facilities.  

- Accomplishment of safe and accurate control functions in the moderator thermo-siphon and 

process behavior  

- Provision of sufficient and various monitoring and alarming functions.  

- Comprehensive support for start-up, operation, maintenance and shutdown of the facilities.  

- Monitoring of the environment including radiation and explosive gases.  

- Interface with the HANARO reactor systems.  

 

7.2 Design Requirements 
 

The I&C system is designed to satisfy the following functions.  

 

1)  The process parameters of the CNS facility are measured and provided, which is needed 

for control, information display and shutdown function. The measurement devices are 

composed of the sensors and the transmitters. 

 

2)  Process control: The CNS facilities are controlled by a computer control system. When the 

operating conditions are reached to the steady state for the normal operation, the steady 

state should be maintained regardless of the reactor power variation. The computer control 

system is composed of the input device receiving the signals from the transmitters, the 

computer control devices processing the control algorithms, the output device transmitting 

the control signals to the process components. The process components can be controlled 

by the local control panel and can be controlled by the manual and auto modes. The 

operator can manipulate the controlled device by the soft-control method. 

 

3)  Information display and monitoring: The CRT display of the operator workstation has a class 

to provide the operating conditions rapidly to the operator. The CRT display provides the 

functions such as the operating history storage, the trend display, the monitoring and the 
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alarming for the operating status. 

 

4)  Shutdown: When the measurement signals are exceeded to the trip signals, the reactor and 

the CNS facility should be shutdown safely. 

 

5)  The selection of the hardware architecture for the instrumentation and control system 

should be based on the design criteria as follows: simplicity; reliability; performance; 

availability; maintenance; expandability; standardization; modularity; flexibility. The overall 

system block diagram of the I&C system is shown in the figure 7-1. 

 

6) All CNS instrumentation and operation controllers shall be designed to "fail safe." The 

hydrogen warm-up and transfer into the buffer tank shall occur automatically upon the loss 

of control function (including failure due to a DBE).  

 

7)  Any instrumentation interfacing with the HANARO reactor safety system shall be designed 

to fail (seismically or non-seismically) in a manner such that the resulting signal ensures 

reactor shutdown.
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Figure 7-1. Overall system block diagram of the I&C system. 



8) The CNS control system shall be designed to ensure that any single failure should not lead 

to the loss of the reactor shutdown capability and the damage to the reactor safety. The 

single failure criterion shall be implemented by the concept of redundancy and 

independence. 

 

7.3 System Description 
 

There are three operation modes for the cold neutron source: (1) Shutdown, (2) Start-up, 

and (3) Normal Operation. The instrumentation and control system has two system control 

modes: (1) Manual and (2) Auto. And there will be two permission modes: (1) Local and (2) 

Remote modes. Operation is performed in three locations, the reactor control room, the CNS 

instrumentation room in the reactor hall, and the auxiliary control room in the CNS auxiliary 

building, to support the flexible operation policies. Usually the shutdown and start-up operation 

are done at the CNS instrumentation room in the reactor hall via Manual-mode while the normal 

operation is done at the control room via Auto-mode. Two operator workstations (one is for 

master operation, another is for backup operation) are installed in the reactor control room.  

 

The digital control system can be designed to support all operation modes by either of the 

control modes. Usually the shutdown and start-up operation are done at the CNS 

instrumentation room in the reactor hall via Manual-mode while the normal operation is done at 

the control room via Auto-mode. 

 
7.3.1 Control and Monitoring System  

The control and monitoring system is designed to control and monitor to the facilities as 

automatically as possible. The control and monitoring system is the nuclear non-safety system 

and does not effect to the reactor safety in case of system failure. Most of the control functions 

are accomplished by the digitalized main computer control system by an automatic control 

mode. The main computer control system has a control function for the control and monitoring 

system as well as the shutdown system. Manual mode is also provided for operational flexibility. 

The main control computer system shall be a digitalized computer and have a powerful network 

function with other controllers. The main control computer system shall be duplicated for 

improving the operation reliability. While one control computer is operating, the other one shall 

be on hot standby mode. When a failure is detected in the operating server, all functions are 

transferred to the hot standby system.  

 

An independent digital control system shall be provided for the control and monitoring of 
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the cryogenic refrigeration system by a refrigerator supplier. The main computer control system 

should communicate with the refrigerator control system by using of same communication 

protocol. All the controllers and the HMI (Human Man Interface) systems are connected 

together by a redundant network system to constitute an integrated system. To support 

monitoring and data acquisition, data sever system is connected to the control network. Data 

sever system collects and saves the data and offers the retrieving function for trending and for 

servicing the internet application. Any computers can monitor the process and use saved data 

by the person who have permission to access. An active control selection function for the 

operator workstations should be equipped for preventing the duplicate control.  

 

All of the measurement and control devices in the CNS facility are designed by the fail-

safe concept. The hydrogen pressure, the inlet and outlet pressures of the compressor, the 

turbine rpm and the flow of the condenser are the main controlled parameters and should be 

maintained constantly by the feedback control system during the normal operation.  

 

HMI system is a PC-based operator workstation using general operating software. The 

HMI system installed in the reactor control room are used for the integral operation of all 

facilities including the CNS, the reactor, the FTL(Fuel Test Loop), etc. Most functions are 

controlled with automatic algorithm in the controller except start-up and shut-down. The HMI 

system cooperated with the control and monitoring system has general functions such as alarm 

handling; report generation; event recording; facility control; supervision interface; data 

communication; status and self-diagnosis. 

 

7.3.2 Shutdown System  
The shutdown system is not classified to a safety related system but it should have high 

reliability, considering the importance of dedicated function, which is to shut down the reactor in 

case of some abnormal conditions in order to protect components or systems of CNS facility. 

The block diagram of the shutdown system is shown in the figure 7-2. Main purpose of the 

reactor trip is not to protect reactor but to protect CNS facilities.  

 

It is the basic assumption that any dangerous condition to the reactor will not occurred due 

to any events in the CNS facility including hydrogen explosion in the vacuum chamber. The 

vacuum chamber will be designed to keep the physical integrity for all the design base events 

including explosion, heating, and static pressure of water in the reactor pool. The shutdown 

system is also to shut down the CNS facilities by shutdown the CNS system itself. The logic 

implementation should be designed by a fail-safe concept. The parameters to shutdown the 
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CNS facility will be selected through the analysis of operating condition and design limits of 

components.  

 

A reactor trip signals are generated in both the shutdown panel and the main control 

computer system in order to have diversity in shutdown function. The measurement sensors 

and the transmitters are composed of the independent triple redundancy devices in the 

shutdown system. The shutdown logics in shutdown panel and the main control computer 

system are composed by 2 out of 3 coincidence logic in order to improve the reliability of the 

protective function. The reactor trip signals caused by CNS facility are connected to the 

dropping of the control absorber rod belonged to the HANARO RRS (Reactor Regulating 

System), which is classified the non-safety system. The state of the shutdown function is 

maintained until the operator recovers it manually.  
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Figure 7-2. Block diagram of the shutdown system. 

 

7.3.3 Radiation Monitoring System  
The CNS RMS (Radiation Monitoring System) measures and monitors the radiation of the 

cold neutron experimental building. The RMS system will be composed of the gamma detector 
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(4ea), the neutron detector (2ea), the alarm unit, the local display unit, the digitalized RMS 

control computer, and the radiation monitoring software, etc. The CNS RMS is the nuclear non-

safety system and does not effect to the reactor safety in case of system failure. However, the 

RMS server shall be duplicated for improving the operation reliability. While one RMS control 

computer is operating, the other one shall be on the hot standby mode. When a failure is 

detected in the operating server, all functions are transferred to the hot standby server. The 

RMS computer system is installed in the health physics room located in the cold neutron 

experimental building. 

 

7.4 Interface System  
 

7.4.1 Reactor shutdown system interface  
The reactor and the CNS main devices should be shut down automatically for the 

abnormal conditions in the CNS facility. There are two types of reactor shutdown system in the 

HANARO reactor. One is the reactor protection system (RPS), which is the nuclear safety grade, 

another is the reactor regulating system (RRS), which is the NNS grade. The reactor trip signals 

from the CNS facility are interfaced with the RRS system because the shutdown system from 

the CNS is classified to NNS. Thus, the reactor trip signals caused by the CNS facility are 

connected to the control absorber rod drop system belonging to the RRS.  

 

7.4.2 Operator workstation interface 
There are several control systems to control the utilization facilities and reactor itself in the 

HANARO reactor. The operator workstations installed in the reactor control room are used for 

the integral operation of all facilities in the reactor as well as CNS facility. Thus the main control 

computer should communicate with the operator workstation in the reactor control room by 

using of same communication protocol. 

 

7.4.3 RMS system interface 
The CNS RMS system is interconnected to the existing HANARO RMS system using LAN. 

The CNS RMS control computer system is able to communicate with the HANARO RMS system 

by using of same communication protocol. 
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8 Electrical System 
 

8.1 Design Feature 
 

The off-site power is fed from the main substation of KAERI with one 6.6kV feeder thru the 

office building in the CNRF site. The on-site electrical power system is divided into four classes, 

as same with the HANARO, the based on the reliability of power sources as follows.  

 

- .dirg ytilitu morf deilppus rewop lacirtcele CA laicremmoC :4 ssalC  

- rotareneg leseid ybdnats a yb pu dekcab rewop lacirtcele CA ycnegremE :3 ssalC   

- Class 2: UPS AC electrical power backed up by batteries  

- seirettab yb pu dekcab rewop lacirtcele CD :1 ssalC 

-  

There are no safety grade equipments in the electrical system as described in the system 

classification. Each power class has various voltages and supplying voltages are dependent on 

the capacity of the equipments. Large capacity equipments use high voltage to economize 

cabling cost and to reduce physical size of the equipment itself.  

 

8.2 Design Requirements 
 
1) The cold neutron systems and facilities shall be designed to minimize their unavailability due 

to the electrical failures. 

 

2) The performance of the existing electrical system for HANARO shall not be degraded due to 

the inclusion of the new electrical systems for the cold neutron source. 

 

3) The major component or devices important to safety shall be equipped with an 

uninterruptible power supply and/or diesel generator. 

 

4) Any electrical failure shall not cause an uncontrolled hydrogen or radiation release to 

atmosphere. 

 

5) Active components for the cold neutron source shall be designed to act into the safe 

condition in case of electrical failure. 

 

8.3 System Description 
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Most components are supplied by the class 4 power system if they are not safety related. 

The class 4 normal electrical power system consists of switchgears, load centers, motor control 

centers, and distribution panels. The system distributes power to the all plant loads (motors, 

heaters, lightings, etc.). Class 3 power supplies the essential loads that are needed to protect 

personnel during the off-site power failure. The class3 emergency power comes from the 

existing reactor building. But the capacity is limited with 100KVA at 460V, 3phases. The class 1 

and class 2 power systems have 30 minutes back-up capability using the battery. 

 

The electric power for instruments and controls related with reactor trip or CNS protection 

is supplied by Class 1 and Class II power supply systems to prepare for loss of commercial 

electric power. The CNS operation and reactor trip system are not interrupted by instant loss of 

commercial electric power less than about 50 msec. The class I & II uninterruptible power 

supply system supply to the CNS facility as well as CRNF to avoid of locating batteries inside of 

CRNF building.  

 

All cables materials in the reactor building shall have flame retardant either cross-linked 

polyethylene or ethylene propylene rubber insulation with an outer jacket of hypalon or 

equivalent. Cables expecting to be exposed to very low temperature shall have appropriate 

features to withstand against the temperature. Cables located inside of the reactor pool shall be 

protected by water resistant raceways with air purging function to avoid accumulation of 

humidity.  

 

Hydrogen leak detectors and fire detectors shall be installed in the confined area containing 

hydrogen.   

 

8.4 Interfaces with existing systems of the HANARO 
 

The emergency power, 100kw maximum, comes from the existing diesel generator with 

460V, 3pahses, 60Hz. Communication system shall be connected to both the reactor building 

and the CNRF building. Fire detection and alarm system also shall be connected to the reactor 

building to evacuate people as soon as possible. Monitoring and surveillance system for the 

electrical system shall be provided in the control room of experimental building. 
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9 CNS Equipment Island 
 

9.1 Design Feature 
 

The systems and components for cold neutron research facility are located in the 3 

different places based on the dedicated functions. As discussed in the previous chapter, while 

the in-pool assembly is located in the reactor pool, the helium compressor station will be placed 

in the auxiliary building outside the reactor building, considering that it produces vibration and 

big noise during operation. The remaining parts, which have a limitation on the length of the 

connecting pipe for the required performances, shall be installed in the CNS equipment island in 

the reactor building. The hydrogen buffer tank, vacuum pumps and valves, helium cold box and 

instrumentation and control systems etc., are accommodated in this CNS equipment island. As 

shown in the figure 9-1, the CNS equipment island will be located in the west side of the reactor 

pool.  
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The CNS equipment island is a 3-story steel structure. The ground floor is reserved for the 

concrete shielding block of the neutron guide system. The neutron guide goes to the neutron 

guide hall to be located in the direction of the north-west side of the reactor building. It 

penetrates through the reactor wall of the west side so interfaces with the CNS equipment 

island at the bottom floor. There should be an enough space for the shielding as well as 

maintenance of the neutron guide facilities at the bottom floor. The second floor will be occupied 

by instrumentation and electrical equipment. The most critical devices for CNS operation, such 

as the cold box, hydrogen and vacuum components shall be located in the third floor of the CNS 

equipment island. 

A few pipelines from the in-pool assembly will be routed into the CNS equipment island 

and connected to the pumps, tanks or valves installed there. As shown in the previous pictures, 

the CNS equipment island is apart from the reactor pool side. It is required that the vacuum 

pump should be as close to the in-pool assembly as possible to assure its performance. In 

addition, the pipeline between the in-pool assembly and the hydrogen buffer tank should be 

routed as short as possible to lower the possibility of the hydrogen leakage. In spite of this basic 

requirement, the connection method along the structure is considered without connecting bridge 

as shown in the figure 9-2. 

 

 

Figure 9-2 3-dimensional View of the CNS Equipment Island 
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9.2 Design Requirements 
 

(1) The CNS equipment island shall be seismically qualified as per the requirement specified in 

the section 1.2. It shall be classified to on-nuclear safety (NNS), seismic category I and 

quality class T. 

(2) The CNS equipment island shall be designed to minimize the interferences with the existing 

structures or facilities in the reactor hall.  

 

(3) An appropriate height and space of each floor shall be reflected on the structure design to 

avoid any problem in installation or maintenance work. The ground floor occupied by the 

concrete shielding should have an enough space for maintenance of the in-pile assembly 

and the primary shutter of the neutron guide system. 

 

(4) The over bridge connecting the CNS equipment island to the reactor pool structure shall be 

properly installed as shown in the figure 9-2. The over bridge shall not be an obstacle to the 

crane’s access to the scattering instrument located just below. 

 

(5) Appropriate airflow to ensure a rapid hydrogen/air mixing and transportation is provided in 

the rooms containing hydrogen tank or lines. 

 

(6) The third floor shall be designed as a fire-free zone. Physical barrier or proper measures 

shall be provided to block propagation of any fire originated outside into the room for the 

hydrogen equipment. 

 

(7) The equipment arrangement of the second and third floor is shown in the figure 9-3 and 9-4. 

The equipment arrangement will be finalized in the detail design stage. 
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Figure 9-3 The second floor of the CNS Equipment Island 

 

 

Figure 9-4 The third Floor of the CNS Equipment Island 

 

9.3 Design Constraints 
 

All the hydrogen components are to be installed in the third floor of the CNS equipment 

island. There is a matter of issue to be considered in the architectural design of the room from 

the standpoint of fire. As specified in the previous chapter, the hydrogen boundary will be 
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enclosed by the gas blanket, as a concept of double barrier to block possibility of H2-O2 mixture. 

Nevertheless, it may have to be assumed that hydrogen could be leaked out and mixed with air 

by double failure then a deflagration or fire would occur in the room. Based on this scenario, the 

room may have to be widely opened in the air to reduce the possibility of hydrogen cloud at a 

small confined space. It may minimize the degree of the fire. On the other hand, the fire caused 

by the conservative scenario mentioned above easily spreads out in the reactor hall if the room 

would be not physically isolated. Another concern is that a fire originated outside the room must 

not be transferred into the hydrogen equipment in the room, which may build up the inside 

hydrogen pressure. To avoid the fire propagation to the room, a physical isolation of the 

hydrogen equipment room should be required. 

Considering the situation stated above, it would be a possible option that the equipment 

room will be designed as a fire-free zone with a physical protective wall, on condition that well-

reviewed ventilation for the room shall be provided.  

 

 

10. Cold Neutron Experimental Building 
 

The project for construction of the cold neutron experimental buildings started on January, 

2004 and now is in preparation of construction. The project is scheduled to be completed within 

the end of 2010.  

 

There are three (3) cold neutron-related buildings – the cold neutron experimental building, 

an auxiliary building and an office building, which are located near the HANARO reactor building 

as shown in the figure 8-1. The experimental building consists of the guide hall (northern part) 

and the experimental rooms. The dimension of the each building is as follows: 

 

-   Experimental building: 65m x 56m 

• Guide hall: 65m x 47m 

• Experimental rooms: 65m x 9m (3 stories with basement) 
- Office building : 35m x 23m (2 stories with basement) 
- Auxiliary building : 30m x 16m (2 stories) 
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Figure 10-1 Building layout at HANARO site 

 

10.1 Design Features 
 

The cold neutron experimental building is not related to any reactor safety function but 

only accommodates neutron beam instruments. Even though the building itself is categorized to 

non-nuclear safety class, it should be seismically qualified, as seismic category II as described 

in the section 1.2, to prevent any possible damage to the nearby safety-grade reactor building 

during and after an design-basis earthquake. Considering seismic interference, the cold neutron 

experimental building is physically separated from the reactor building. The separation distance 

is about 7 meters. The auxiliary building and office building are also classified to non-nuclear 

safety and non-seismic category. Unlikely, since the auxiliary building is 9 meter apart from the 

reactor building, it needs not to be seismically-qualified. 

The cold neutron guide hall is connected to the reactor building through the neutron 

guides. The guide hall does not contain any radiation source inside. However, when the reactor 

is in operation and the neutron guides are opened, there is a possibility of radiation risk in the 

guide hall. For this reason, the guide hall shall be classified into a radiation zone.  

It does not have any special licensing requirements connected to the nuclear safety. The 
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licensing will be established based on the radiation protection and building integrity point of view. 

The licensing of the cold neutron experimental building will be proceeded as a kind of 

amendment to the site and building, which is documented in the existing HANARO safety 

analysis report. 

 

10.2 Design Requirements 
 

10.2.1 Radiation Protection 
 

The experimental building is physically separated from the reactor hall except that the 

cold neutron guides pass through both buildings to deliver the cold neutron to the scattering 

instruments to be installed in the neutron guide hall. As shown in the figure 10-2, the guide 

bunker is extending from the reactor hall to the guide hall for shielding. The inside of the guide is 

always completely sealed and maintained at a high vacuum condition, no activation is expected. 

When the vacuum fails the primary shutter will be automatically shut to block the neutron beam. 

Even though the guide hall does not contain any radiation source, it is clear that a radiation 

shielding against the gamma and neutron scattered from the neutron guides will be required to 

keep experimenter’s radiation exposure as minimum as possible. 

Considering that the maximum permissible dose rate for radiation worker is 1 mSv/week, 

shielding criteria for the HANARO neutron guide hall was decided to 0.25 mSv/week (6.25 

µSv/hr), which is 25% of the maximum permissible dose rate.  
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Figure 10-2 Plan view of the Cold Neutron experimental building 

 

10.2.2 Shielding 
 

The shielding design is focused on the neutrons and gammas from the neutron guides. 

The shield bunker is divided into two (2) parts – a concrete bunker in the reactor hall and a 

concrete bunker in the guide hall. The bunker in the reactor hall including the in-pile assembly, 

primary and secondary shutter and the dedicated neutron guides shall be built by a high-density 

concrete for better shielding, while the bunker in the guide hall may be built by a normal 

concrete with the thickness of about 1.5 meters. The shielding design will be finalized once the 

shielding calculation has been finished. The guide bunker shall be designed that the radiation 

level at the outer surface of the guide bunker should not exceed 6.25 µSv/hr at any condition.  
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Figure 10-3 Shielding design for the Neutron Guides 

 

10.2.3 Building Design 
 

Figure 10-2 shows the floor plan of the guide hall. There are two gates in both sides of the 

hall. In the southern part of the guide hall, the experimental rooms for sample preparation, 

sample environments and machinery work will be prepared. The electric distribution room is 

located at the northeast part of the hall. 

Table 10-1 shows the experimental room list in the experimental building. An 

administration office, a control room, a heath physics office and a clothing room are located in the 

first floor. There are over-bridges connecting the experimental building to the Radioisotope 

building as well as the office building.  

 

 

 

Reactor Hall 

Guide Hall 
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Table 10-1 Experimental room list in the experimental building 

Floor Rooms(from west to east) 

Basement Biology sample preparation lab. 

Chemical experiment lab. 

Cryogenic equipment lab. 

High field electro magnet lab. 

Machining shop 

Room for tools 

Storage room 

1st floor Truck access area 

Administration office 

Machinery control room 

Health physics office 

Health physics laboratory 

Clothing room 

Entrance to the reactor 

2nd floor Bio sample preparation and biology lab. 

Chemical sample preparation and chemistry lab. 

Thin film sample preparation and thin film lab. 

Physics sample preparation lab. 

Physical measurement lab. 

Measurement and control lab. 

3rd floor Tools and storage room 

Neutron radiography image lab. 

Neutron radiography sample preparation lab. 

X-ray experiment lab. 

Clean room 

Detector development lab. 

NAA measurement lab. 

NAA experiment lab. 

 

The auxiliary building has two floors. The first floor is reserved for installation of electrical 

facilities and process equipment. The second floor is for the helium compressor station, which 

consists of a helium compressor, oil removal system, helium buffer tank and a lot of valves and 

pipe works. The figure 10-4 and 10-5 shows the equipment arrangement of the auxiliary building. 
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Figure 10-4 Equipment arrangement of the first floor (basement floor) 
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Figure 10-5 Equipment arrangement of the second floor (ground floor) 
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10.2.4 Radiation and Access Control 
 

The cold neutron experimental building is categorized as a radiation zone, where only 

external radiation is of concern. Radiation worker or experimenters who intend to enter the 

guide hall must keep in mind radiological safety rules and wear personnel dosimeter. The health 

physics department should manage an occupational exposure history based on a radiation 

safety control procedure, which is following the general procedure applied to the reactor side. 

There is an access control facilities at every gate to the guide hall. Contamination control 

is achieved through the use of personnel monitors at all the exits. Any material that has been 

irradiated must be surveyed and cleared before removing it from the guide hall. There will be a 

periodic surveillance for contamination. A new survey is required if there is a change in the 

shielding at any time. 

The guide hall contains scattering instruments and neutron guides. These neutron guides 

are connected to the reactor by the neutron beam. When the reactor is in operation and the 

neutron beams are open, there is a radiation risk on the experimental areas. For this reason, 

there are 4 gamma detectors and 2 neutron detectors in the guide hall. The gamma detectors 

have a measuring range of 0.1 μSv/hr to 100 mSv/hr. The neutron detectors are 0.1 μSv/hr to 

1000 mSv/hr. Radiation alarm triggers when the radiation reaches 12.5 μSv/hr. The secondary 

shutter at the end of the concrete bunker will shut as soon as the radiation alarm occurs. 

The entrance to the reactor hall is provided in the east side of the experimental building. 

This entrance serves as a kind of buffer zone for access from/to the reactor building as well as 

the Radioisotope Production Building. The figure 10-6 and 10-7 depict the passage to the 

adjacent buildings. 
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Figure 10-6 Passage from experimental building from/to reactor building 

 

 

 

Figure 10-7 Passage from RI building from/to reactor building 
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Conclusion 

The primary purpose of the system design for the cold neutron source is to ensure that 

the reactor safety systems and the overall safety level of the reactor are not adversely 

affected by the cold neutron source or any of its systems. The secondary purpose is to ensure 

that on-site personnel and equipment also are not adversely impacted by the cold neutron 

source or any of its systems. The ultimate safety goal for effects on the reactor is to have a 

sufficiently low probability that fuel will be damaged or a nuclear safety function lost because 

of the cold neutron source or any of its equipment.  

The safety of the cold neutron source facility is being guaranteed by multiple approaches. 

Adequate conservatism is being given to the design of the liquid hydrogen boundaries to ensure 

a high integrity boundary. Major safety considerations are concentrated on hydrogen safety and 

radiation safety. A quality assurance program is in place to control design, analysis, 

procurement, fabrication, installation, commissioning and operation of the facility. A step-wised 

development testing is being carried out as a part of the design. 

 

     The design of the cold neutron source should be guided as much by safety aspects as by 

the needs of user’s group. The design objective is an efficient system, which can be operated 

safely with regard to the reactor and personnel. The needs of the users’ group will be: (a) 

maximum gain in cold neutron flux, (b) good operational reliability. The governing safety aspects 

will be: (a) reactor safety, (b) personnel safety, (c) facility protection against damage. 

 

The safety design philosophy for the cold neutron source is a defense-in-depth approach 

that provides several means to avoid any accidental contact between hydrogen and air and also 

provides the means to mitigate a hydrogen release, given that an accidental release is assumed 

to occur. The principles of conservatism, simplicity, redundancy, fail-safe design, and passive 

safety features are included in the design as much as possible. 
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